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Abstract Cloud Service Brokerage is one of the newest trends in the Cloud Computing Paradigm. New Cloud
Service Providers emerge in the business at a fast rate. Yet, the lack of standards in this area is still problematic.
Adding to this, there are also several concerns of data security and privacy, as well as integration with existing
systems in enterprises, which are delaying the adoption of “computing as a commodity”, which will bring great cost
reductions and added flexibility to organizations worldwide, and will also provide new opportunities in mobile
computing to their employees. Cloud Service Brokers are now being implemented in organizations to address these
issues, providing enhanced security and privacy to the data in the Cloud, and also by creating an extra abstraction
layer in the known Cloud architecture, which aids in the integration of legacy systems with the ones in the Cloud.
Also, Cloud Service Brokers can be of great help in Cloud adoption strategies by providing an easy way to select
which Cloud Provider is the best to meet one’s objectives (which can be cost reduction, greater reliability, etc.). This
research presents a working Cloud Service Broker prototype, based on open source technologies, applied to a Case
Study Scenario for the Portuguese Public Administration. This Prototype is further enhanced by the adoption, testing
and analysis of a still under development Cloud Service Provider Ranking Framework, the Service Measurement
Index, which aims to ease the process of Provider selection.

Keywords Cloud Service Brokerage, Cloud Service Providers, Service Measurement Index, SMICloud, Aeolus
Project.
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Resumo Cloud Service Brokerage é uma das mais recentes tendências do paradigma da Computação na Nuvem.
Novos fornecedores de Serviços na Nuvem surgem num ritmo cada vez maior. No entanto, a falta de normas nesta
área ainda é problemática. Para além disso, há também várias preocupações de segurança e privacidade dos dados,
bem como a integração com os sistemas existentes nas empresas, que estão a atrasar a adoção da "computação como
serviço", que trará grandes reduções de custos e maior flexibilidade para as organizações a nível mundial e
proporcionará novas oportunidades na computação móvel para os seus colaboradores. Cloud Service Brokers estão
agora a ser implementados nas organizações para abordar estas questões, proporcionando maior segurança e
privacidade para os dados na Nuvem, e também através da criação de uma camada de abstração extra na arquitetura
de Nuvem conhecida, o que ajuda na integração de sistemas legacy com sistemas na Nuvem. Além disso, Cloud
Service Brokers podem ser uma grande ajuda nas estratégias de adoção da Nuvem, constituindo uma maneira fácil de
selecionar quais os fornecedores de Serviços na Nuvem mais indicados para atingir os objetivos (que podem ser a
redução de custos, maior fiabilidade, etc.) Esta investigação apresenta um protótipo de Cloud Service Broker
funcional, com base em tecnologias de código aberto, aplicado a um Caso de Estudo para a Administração Pública
Portuguesa. Este protótipo é ainda melhorado com a adoção, teste e análise de uma framework, ainda em
desenvolvimento, para ranking de fornecedores de Serviços na Nuvem, o Service Measurement Index, que visa
facilitar o processo de seleção de fornecedores.

Palavras-chave
Aeolus Project.

Cloud Service Brokerage, Cloud Service Providers, Service Measurement Index, SMICloud,
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1 Introduction
A new era for enterprise computing has finally arrived. Computing as a commodity has now become a reality,
thanks to the Cloud Computing paradigm. Enterprises can benefit greatly from this. Just like water, electricity and
other services, Computing can be used and only pay for what you use. This new paradigm came to completely
revolutionize the way companies and organizations use their Information Technology (IT) Infrastructure in helping
their business achieve more profits, becoming more agile, responsive to the environmental changes and accelerating
their time to market. But, on the contrary of most of new technology trends, the Cloud Computing paradigm wasn’t
first adopted by the companies and organizations, but by the consumers. This is due to some fear that companies felt
of the Cloud and the possible loss of security and sovereignty of data. Though many of these concerns have been
proven wrong, some may persist and, thus, delaying Cloud adoption. Governments are also considering this new
paradigm, since it lowers overall costs with IT Departments, and providing greater integration of Services between
the different government departments.
This Service Integration can be achieved by focusing on the task of the Cloud Service Broker, which enables the
use of multiple Cloud Providers (Public, Private, or others). This is the focus of this work, in which we will
implement a Cloud Service Broker in a simulated scenario for the Portuguese Public Administration.

1.1 Motivation
Though Cloud Computing is having a great reception from private organizations and governments all over the
world, there is still fear of loss of data sovereignty, security measures used by the Cloud Service Providers and
vendor lock-in problems (this will be further detailed in the Related Work section). The main driver for this research
has to do with the Provider selection for a given service, as well as avoiding the vendor lock-in problem when
switching between Providers. In the following sections a general perspective of Cloud Computing applied in
Government IT is presented, followed by a brief presentation of the actual state of Portuguese Public Administration
IT and its possible evolution using the Cloud.

1.1.1 Cloud Computing In Governments
After consumers in general have perceived the benefits in Cloud Computing, and private corporations started to
apply Cloud solutions in order to reduce IT costs, with great effectiveness, Governments all over the world are now
considering the Cloud as a possible solution to cut public spending with IT [1] [2].
Generally, Public Administration’s IT is fragmented. Many of the departments have their own servers, many of
them outdated, with different maintenance routines. This leads also to an unstructured IT team which is, many times,
overstaffed. This happens because, until recently, some countries Government Ministries where given a relative
independence in making decisions about their own infrastructure and systems used. This fragmentation also made
integration of systems and data sharing from different departments much difficult, due to the different parameters
each of them used. Even for countries having an already centralized architecture, this implied high costs for
maintenance and system upgrades.
By moving their systems and, potentially, their infrastructure to the Cloud, Governments can obtain a much more
optimized system architecture, that is focused on integration and sharing of data, by centralizing all systems and
standardizing the data and information read and processed by those systems, and also, at the same time, reducing
costs with equipment, software licenses and staff from the IT department.
As an example of applying Cloud concepts and technologies to the Governmental institutions, we can see the
Federal Cloud Computing Strategy for the United States of America (USA) Government [1] and the conclusions that
study has reached.
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According to this study, about $20 billion dollars (out of $80 billion dollars) of USA IT spending can be migrated
to the Cloud. By doing this, the Government can achieve savings in IT costs around 25%.

Fig. 1. Estimated portion of Federal IT spending able to move to the cloud in the USA (adapted from [1]).

But the benefits of a Cloud-based architecture don’t end in the cost reductions, which are a strong point, but also
in many other advantages, be them technological or economical, such as the possibility to acquire computing power
based on the necessity at the moment in a very short amount of time, no need for upgrades and worries from the part
of the Federal IT department, since the Cloud Service Provider handles those tasks. This significantly lessens the
time-to-market for any organization, since there is no need to predict peak capacities required for IT systems
(adaptability), no need to worry with the tiresome backup routines, since the Cloud does handle that job as well, and
no need to acquire expensive infrastructure, as well as the location and specialized equipment required to house
them. The following table summarizes the advantages of Cloud vs. the current environment on USA Federal IT.
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Fig. 2. Cloud benefits: Efficiency, Agility, Innovation (adapted from [1]).

1.1.2 The State of Portuguese Public Administration’s IT and Evolution
According to the research in [3], like in many other countries, the Portuguese Public Administration Departments
have been fairly autonomous in the selection process for their IT infrastructure, software, systems and
communication infrastructures. This also applied to their IT teams, which were independent and self-managed by
their department. Today, where data integration and sharing is essential between different organisms inside one
organization (in this case the Public Administration of Portugal), this decentralization inherited by the previous IT
management model made this task very difficult, requiring even more systems to mediate data sharing and system
integration, which require more staff to code and maintain those systems. This leads to more public spending on IT
resources and personnel.
To solve this and other problems, [3] mentions many strategies and changes that have to be made in order to
achieve a much more efficient and less costly Government IT. Among those strategies, migration of systems to the
Cloud is suggested as a potential for cost reduction and, at the same time, enhancing flexibility and adaptability of IT
infrastructure. The adoption of Cloud Computing has a savings prediction around 4€ million Euros in IT expenditure,
having a cost of around 2€ to 2.5€ million Euros. It also has benefits in the standardization of IT among the many
departments and impact on economic growth.
To apply a Cloud solution in an efficient way and with cost reduction, risk reduction/mitigation and trust in mind,
a Cloud Service Broker is a central piece on this architecture, by providing a way to standardize data used by the
applications to work with the broker, which then translates that data to the different Cloud Service Providers. This
reduces risk of vendor lock-in, as well as providing greater data redundancy, by using many different providers to
store data, assuring that data is backed up and available at all times, even if one provider has some kind of failure.
The broker is also important in the selection of the best provider for each service request made by an application, and
can make that selection based on many criteria, which can vary for each application and/or user group.

1.2 Thesis’ Problem
Following the research done for this work and the contextualization presented above, a potential Research
Problem must be found in order to work on it and solve it. During the initial study for this thesis, several questions
and hypothesis were formulated, in order to achieve the fundamental question to be solved during this work.

1.2.1 Questions and Research Problem
The main questions to be answered by this project are as follows:
Q. 1: Which attributes for the selection of Cloud Services are the most relevant in a Governmental Cloud?
With this question we pretend to achieve a standardized group of attributes to evaluate Cloud Service Providers.
Q. 2: Is it possible to automate the selection of Providers using some of those attributes?
Q. 3: Do different departments in the same organization have different evaluation attributes for Cloud Service
Providers?
After reading this questions that will be addressed with this thesis, we can arrive at the Thesis’s problem, which
can be formulated in the following question:
Can a Cloud Service Broker be used to select the best Cloud Service Provider for a given Service Request,
whilst assuring interoperability between different Providers?
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As it will be presented in the section below, Related Work, nowadays there are many frameworks and
suggested architectures for Cloud Service Integration and Brokerage, but there aren’t any standards defined in the
area, only main guidelines. Each of the frameworks proposed have their strong and weak points. What is pretended
in this research project is to achieve a possible reference group of attributes based on the strong points existent on
those frameworks.

1.2.2 Hypotheses to Be Tested
For a scientific work to be complete and contribute to the overall knowledge of the scientific community, one
must elaborate a set of hypotheses. These hypotheses are to be researched during the course of this project and tested
extensively in order to get answers to our research questions and determine the final results of this work.
The following assumptions constitute the main hypotheses on which this work will focus:
H. 1: It is possible to achieve an accurate way of selecting the best provider for each Service and User Group for
Governmental Clouds based on a Framework of Service Provider attributes;
H. 2: It is possible to automate to some degree the choice of Cloud Service Provider using Cloud Service Broker
Solutions existent in the market using based on a Framework of Service Provider attributes.
The verification of these hypotheses will be made on during the testing of the proposed solution, explained in
detail on its respective section.

1.2.3 Major Contributions
With this work we expect to give contribute for the Scientific Community in the following ways:
 Develop a standardized way for Cloud Service Providers measurement to be used in a Public Administration
(Governmental) Cloud (Major Contribution);
 A way in which to monitor and evaluate Cloud Provider choices, enabling choice of the best Service Provider to a
given task or department (Major Contribution);
 Realization of a Case Study on a Production Environment on several frameworks and techniques for Cloud
Service Brokering (Minor Contribution);
 Development of a Cloud Service Broker using state-of-the-art techniques and frameworks (Minor Contribution).

1.3 Design and Development Research Methodology
The Research Methodology adopted in this work is the Design and Development Research. Introducing this
method briefly, it defends that a good, well defined and contributive research for the Scientific Community must
follow a series of steps that start with identifying the Requirements and Objectives of the research, followed by a
Design and Development of a Prototype or Model. Then, that same Prototype or Model has to be tested in order to
obtain the Results of the experiment, ending with the Interpretation of the Results and the Conclusions of the work
conducted. These same steps can be found in the image below in their correct order. Below the image, a further
description of the steps will follow as well.
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Fig. 3. The Six-Phase Design and Development Research Approach (adapted from [4]).

 Identify the problem – This first step consists in the identification of the problem to be solved by the work
developed in this project/thesis. According to [4], a well formulated thesis problem has, generally, the following
characteristics:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Environmental factors such as requirements and constraints are poorly defined;
An inherent complexity in the problem and possible solutions;
A flexibility and potential for change of possible solutions;
A solution at least partially dependent on human creativity;
A solution at least partially dependent on collaborative effort.
Defining a good problem question is very important in the Design and Development Research Methodology;

 Describe the objectives – The objectives for an academic study like this thesis are constituted by research
questions. Those research questions are part of the main question that defines the research problem and, as such,
they ought to be answered in order for the study to be contributive to solve the problem at hand;
 Design & develop the artifact – As it is said in [4], like the system development project management have
several ways to develop a given project, like “Waterfall”, “Agile”, “Prototyping”, “Extreme Programming”, etc.,
there are also ways in which to better design and develop good projects for academic contributions. This phase
has, generally, three factors, according to [4]:
─ “Build a conceptual framework, including system functionalities and requirements” – This requirements
are built using techniques like interview with potential end-users, expert panels and literature about the theme
in discussion;
─ “Based upon that framework, analyze the alternative solutions and design a system architecture” - This
consists in choosing a solution, consider the alternatives to that solution and justify why one has chosen the
solution presented;
─ “From the architectural design, create some form of prototype of the tool or model being developed” –
As the sentence suggests, in this step one has to develop a tool or model, or append a new use for that tool or
model, thus creating a first artifact of this method of research. After this prototype has been created, testing and
evaluation of such prototype follows.
 Test the artifact – The prototype developed during the last phase has to be tested in order to check if it complies
with the requirements collected in the first phases of the project, as well as assure the solution proposed is valid
for the context in which the problem of the work focus.
 Evaluate testing results – According to [4], there are three essential considerations in this phase:
1. Establish the ways in which the product does and does not meet the functionalities and requirements identified for
it…
2. … by using accepted, literature-supported processes…
3. … in order to ensure acceptance of the value of the artifact.
 Communicate the testing results – There are recommended ways to communicate the results and related
interpretations and conclusions of the test and study. Those should be communicated clearly, showing the data and
information retrieved during the testing, interpret such data and information along the context of the problem and
derive the conclusions that matter on all this work. Support by describing how the results were obtained, showing
in an easy and visual way, when possible, the results achieved, all written in a clear language so the readers can
understand.
This methodology is funded in some assumptions, as well as subject to some limitations and delimitations,
according to [4]. The main assumptions are that the requirements, when obtained through an expert panel, assume
that those experts are specialized in the area of research for the study at hand. In the case those requirements are
obtained by interviewing several test end users, the methodology assumes those test end users are also potential end
users for the system and/or model being developed. As for limitations, the main ones are related with the use of
experts to obtain the requirements, because though these people are specialized in the area of the study being
realized, they can miss some details which wouldn’t be missed if those where obtained through test end users as well.
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As for the test end users, most of the times those are volunteers, who can withdraw from the study at any time. That
might lead to complications in the collection of the test results as well. We must also assure that the methods used to
obtain and validate the test results are rigorous and well defined. If not, one has the risk to see those results
invalidated or wrong. In conclusion on this topic of research methodology, it is important to mention the
delimitations that this Design and Development Research has, namely the fact that results from a study can be
rapidly invalidated due to the fast progress of technology nowadays. Also it’s important to mention that the study’s
contribution shouldn’t be generalized. One size doesn’t fit all in most projects, and that must be clearly present in the
work done using this method.

1.3.1 Applying the Design Research Methodology to This Work
The Design Research methodology has been used during the course of this research, following all the steps and
suggestions given by it, contributing to a more detailed, organized and consistent work. In order to further
understand how this methodology has been used on our research, please refer to the figure below where the different
phases of Design Research are linked to the steps and sections of this research and document.

Sub-section
1.2.1 (Based
on section 2).

Sub-sections 1.2.2
and 1.2.3.

Section 5.

Section 3.

Section 4.

Fig. 4. Mapping between the Design Research Methodology and the Sections and Steps of this Document/Research.

The techniques used for obtaining the different information/deliverables for each step of this work will be
presented in their respective sections, in an introductory note.
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2 Related Work
This section presents the state of the various areas of interest for this research. First, a brief introduction of the
concept of SOA is presented. Afterwards, we’ll introduce the concept of Cloud Computing, what types of
technologies are involved, its benefits and challenges. Finally, there is an introduction to the main topic for this
work, Cloud Service Brokerage, and the existing technologies related to this area.
All the information presented in this section is the result of extensive research through specialized research
papers, informative whitepapers and specialized literature in Cloud Computing and Networking.

2.1 SOA Applied to Cloud Computing
The Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) is a group of methodologies and principles in software engineering and
systems architecture that defines a way to develop software and systems as a service. The advantage in making
services is to abstract the complexity behind them and providing an easier way for different applications to interact
between them. Central to this kind of architecture is a component called the Orchestrator. Its function is to coordinate
all the intercommunication between different services, in order to fulfill a given service request.
SOA software follows a modular construction and have their components loosely coupled. This permits that
different services be coded in different programming languages, be implemented/installed in different operating
systems and still being able to communicate with each other.

Fig. 5. Interactions between Layers in Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA).

In order to interact with the services available, there is a contract associated with each service. This contract
establishes how one system/application can communicate with a given service. This way, not only the
system/application side is assured that they can always communicate with the service to which contract it belongs,
but also that the service provider can change its implementation if needed, as long as the service interface isn’t
changed (and thus assuring the service can still be used with the new implementation). Also important for this
interaction with services is the service schema. The schema is a document that defines how an application should
send its data to the service, so it can be read and processed by that service.
Also important in SOA is the concept of Service Broker. The Service Broker can be considered as a “special hub”
where service communication is centralized. The Service Broker receives a Service Request from an application and,
after checking the requirements on the Service Request, forwards it to the most appropriate Service Provider,
according to the criteria defined in the Broker.
One of the technologies used that is related to SOA is Web Services. This is also the most important when relating
to Cloud Computing. In the Cloud, a Service Provider provides a service (be it IaaS, PaaS or SaaS) and provides an
interface (API) so that applications can communicate with that service. This communication interface is defined by a
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service contract, following the standards defined in SOA. After this service contract is agreed between the Cloud
Service Provider and the Client, the client application can start to interact with the Cloud Service provided.
The Cloud Service Broker benefits from some concepts used in Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA). According
to [5], the Cloud Service Broker concept inherits some characteristics from the Service Broker concept in SOA,
namely in the comparison and ranking of available Services, in order to provide better information for a correct
choice of Service, as well as providing Service Level Agreement (SLA) negotiation. In the case of Cloud
Computing, due to the frequent changes in Service quality and conditions, this last function is even more important,
and also harder to do.

2.2 Cloud Computing
The Cloud Computing Paradigm is a new area of research and development, which takes benefit of recent
developments in virtualization, Internet and other advancements in IT Industry. In this subchapter it will be presented
a definition of Cloud Computing, and also a general explanation of the architecture of the Cloud, followed by a
summary of its benefits and challenges.

2.2.1 Definition
Due to the fact that Cloud Computing is a recent area of study and research by the scientific community, there
still is no clear definition of the concept. Many definitions have been proposed by several authors on many
publications. In Annex 1, we can find a table of definitions from several authors.
Also in [6], a definition was proposed that is also pretty accurate: “Clouds are a large pool of easily usable and
accessible virtualized resources (such as hardware, development platforms and/or services). These resources can be
dynamically re-configured to adjust to a variable load (scale), allowing also for an optimum resource utilization. This
pool of resources is typically exploited by a pay-per-use model in which guarantees are offered by the Infrastructure
Provider by means of customized SLAs.”
Although the above definition is pretty accurate, the definition that will be considered for this document is the
NIST definition, which says: “Cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network
access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and
services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider
interaction.”

2.2.2 Architecture
The Cloud follows a model called the SPI Model (SaaS, PaaS, and IaaS). This model goes from the less
complexity of implementation (SaaS) and more optimized service to a more complex to implement service (IaaS),
but more flexible on its uses. PaaS is the middle term, providing more flexibility than the first, but being less
complex than the second. Further details about these three types of Cloud Computing will be presented later in this
section.
In the Cloud Computing Paradigm, we can find, according to the NIST [7], five types of actors, described as
follows, in the table:
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Table 1. Actors in Cloud Computing (adapted from [7]).

Cloud Computing obliges an organization to follow three phases to its successful use: Implementation,
Integration, Cloud Service Brokerage (CSBs), Operation and Control. Integration and Cloud Service Brokerage are
the topics that have more relevance for this work, and so they get more focus in their respective sections below.
There are still few standards for the Cloud. This happens because there are many suppliers of Cloud Services, with
many more coming into market, and each of those uses their private standards and ways of conducting their business.
Still, there are many entities that are working as we speak to standardize Cloud Computing. Though there is this lack
of standardization, many APIs provided by Cloud Services suppliers are well documented, often under a Creative
Commons license.
As it was referred before, there are, generally, three types of services provided by the Cloud, that are defined as
follows:
 Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) – This is the “simplest” service provided by the Cloud. It provides
infrastructure for a business systems and applications, which might not be located in the vicinity of that same
business. There is a very large spectrum of services provided in IaaS, like network virtualization, desktop
virtualization, server virtualization, memory virtualization, processing power, storage and databases, these being
the most used. Network Virtualization provides security and compartmentalization in connections. Some
examples are Virtual Location Area Networks (VLANs) and Virtual Private Networks (VPNs). Desktop
Virtualization includes thin-client computing, desktop streaming and remote access. Server Virtualization permits
the creation of virtual servers that can be hosted in one or many physical systems, coordinated by a Hypervisor.
Server virtualization also enables rapid change of physical support for a virtual server, as long as it stays in the
jurisdiction of the same Hypervisor. Memory Virtualization provides redundancy through the mapping of memory
contents along the various networked systems. Processing Power, as the name suggests, provides computing
power for high-demanding applications that would otherwise require the acquisition of expensive infrastructure.
Storage provides disk space to store files, data and/or information in the Cloud. Cloud Databases also exist,
though often they are not SQL-conformant, and so not supporting many of SQL's functions. The location of these
infrastructures is vital in order to provide a good service. It must have a plenty supply of power and water for
cooling, geographical stability and good weather conditions that can aid with cooling. It must also provide
physical and virtual security measures, such as firewalling, dynamic IP addressing, Access Control Lists (ACLs),
video surveillance, building access control, etc. It’s important that the usage of this be correctly monitored, for
billing;
 Platform as a Service (PaaS) – This kind of service provides some abstraction layer from the infrastructure,
usually not letting the client know which hardware is supporting the platform. It provides the clients with
frameworks and APIs for which they can program new applications or adapt the existing ones in order to work
with the Cloud Services;
 Software as a Service (SaaS) – In this type of service, the providers give its clients software packages built to
work in the Cloud, through a Web Browser, for example, or that use some functions in the Cloud, and others
locally. Some of the services provided are CRM, synchronization, backup, collaboration, Human Resources (HR),
and the list goes on. Most of these services are implemented on top of other Cloud Services, like IaaS and PaaS.
This way we can conclude that a big part of IaaS and PaaS clients are SaaS providers.
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Fig. 6. IaaS, PaaS and SaaS and its relations.

It’s also important to mention the different types of Clouds that exist:
 Public Cloud – In Public Clouds, the service provider is the one that owns and manages the hardware and/or
software. This Clouds are accessible over the Web, be it through a Web Browser, Web Services implemented in
the applications, etc. These solutions are usually the best for Small and Medium Businesses (SMBs), which have
fewer security concerns, and since this Clouds are usually cheaper and work on a pay-per-use basis. These are
also usually multi-tenant, meaning a single physical system can house many virtual servers for many different
clients;
 Private Cloud – Private Clouds are dedicated Clouds and so, contrary to Public Clouds, are usually single-tenant.
They’re self-owned or managed by a service provider hired for that same work. Its location can be internally, in
the firm’s headquarters or other facility, or remotely hosted. This type of Cloud is recommended for large
enterprises with high security concerns. They are also more expensive than other solutions, since it still has to be
projected for peak utilization of the physical system’s resources and managed, as well as assure security, both
physical and virtual;
 Hybrid Cloud – The Hybrid Cloud is a mix of the two Clouds described above, where the organization acquires a
Private Cloud for some core business use, that has to be always accessible and highly secure, and some Public
Cloud Services for other departments, that have less several concerns about accessibility and security. This
solution requires integration of the different kinds of Clouds.
There are also other two types of Cloud that somehow derive from the ones mentioned above:
 Community Cloud – A Community Cloud consist of a vertical-oriented Cloud that is used by many entities of
the same organization or even from different organizations. One good example for the use of this type is
Government Clouds, used by its many departments. This Clouds provide good security levels and low-latency in
its access;
 Partner Cloud – Similar to Private Clouds, but instead of being self-managed, a specialized IT company is hired
for that job.
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Fig. 7. Different types of Clouds and Characteristics.

According to [8], we can also distinguish two types of cloud:
 Internal Clouds – A model based on Private Cloud but is operated within the same organization, usually from the
company to the company;
 External Clouds – Similar to the Partner Clouds presented above, with the difference that these can be Public
Cloud or Private Cloud.
Though according to many works by several authors, we can find these various Deployment Models in the Cloud
Computing Paradigm, according to the NIST [9], only four models are considered, and this is the consideration that
will be followed in this work: Private Cloud, Community Cloud, Public Cloud and Hybrid Cloud.

2.2.3 Benefits and Challenges
Now follows a list that summarizes the main benefits of adopting Cloud Computing in an organization, as well as
the challenges that might come from that same adoption:
Benefit

Description

Infrastructure Benefits

Organizations can benefit of a significant cost reduction on enterprise IT Infrastructure updates and
maintenance, since these will be now the responsibility of the Cloud Service Provider. As such, the
enterprises no longer have the need to acquire sufficient server power to accommodate peak demands,
leaving much of those servers idle most of the time.

Risk Benefits

By outsourcing they’re IT Infrastructure, companies transfer and/or mitigate several risks to/thanks to the
Cloud Service Provider. Some examples are Data Backup, Security and Uptime of the systems following
SLAs that guarantee all this conditions.

Security Benefits

Cloud Service Providers usually possess state-of-the-art security measures, both physical and virtual, and are
regularly audited to assure they follow the best practices and norms of the industry in terms of Security.

Flexibility Benefits

Organizations have much to gain in terms of Flexibility with Cloud Computing adoption, since they can
easily accommodate higher demands by renting more servers, and also can reduce their spending by
reducing the number of rented servers when demand is lower, or an application is no longer needed. This
also brings the advantage of having computing as a commodity (Commodity Computing), thus reducing
costs because there is only need to pay for what one uses. Cloud Computing also aids in adapting their
business processes in order to work better with their clients, suppliers, manufacturers, etc.

Human Resources Benefits With the outsourcing of IT Resources to the Cloud, the IT Technicians and/or Specialists, otherwise
occupied in maintaining the IT Infrastructure can now focus on more business oriented tasks and giving
support directly to the users.
Table 2. Main Benefits on Cloud Computing Adoption.

Concerning the challenges that the Cloud Computing Paradigm brings, we can refer to the following list:
Challenges

Description

Migration And Integration Of The Though the Cloud Computing paradigm reveals great potential in maximizing one’s business
Cloud Challenges
efficiency and flexibility, the truth is that it brings some extra costs, in terms of migrating and
integrating the existing applications with new ones from the Cloud, as well as adapting those same
applications to the Cloud Service Provider’s APIs, in order for them to use the Cloud. An extra
problem is that each Cloud Service Provider usually uses its own API, creating difficulties for
companies in migrating between Cloud Service Providers. This is also one of the problems that this
work addresses.
Security Challenges

Though the specialized companies in providing Cloud Services have top-notch security, there is still
some distrust from potential clients about the security and privacy of their data, much due to the press
that gives a lot of focus on the failures of some Cloud Service Providers. Also, many companies have
sensitive data and storing that same data in the Cloud creates a sensation of loss of sovereignty over
that same data. This is one challenge addressed in this work as well.

Human Resources Challenges

Human Resources also face the challenge of dealing with liberated people from the former IT
Department which have been left without work due to the outsourcing to the Cloud. Training them
for new functions and reassigning them to other works and/or tasks is a possible solution.

Standardization Problems

There’s still a lack of standards on the Cloud Computing Paradigm. As such, many problems may
arise from this, as vendor lock-in might happen.
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Table 3. Main Challenges on Cloud Computing Adoption.

The prototype that will be developed during the course of this research intends to address Migration and
Integration of the Cloud Challenges, as well as some Standardization Problems. Also, it will benefit the organization
in which it will be implemented by reducing Risk and providing more flexibility in responding to higher demands
and reducing costs.

2.3 Cloud Service Brokerage
Due to many providers that are in existence in the Cloud, be it storage services, computing services, and many
others, and also due to the many different architectures designed for this purpose, many risks arise as mentioned in
some upper sections, like vendor lock-in because of the different APIs used by the Cloud Services Providers (CSPs),
the acquisition of services from different providers requiring coordination, ensuring a higher level degree of security
of data and information in the Cloud and the adoption of different architectures. To try and solve all this problems,
the Cloud Service Broker was created, serving as an intermediary between the firm and the many Cloud Services it
has acquisitioned. This subchapter will explain in further detail what Cloud Service Brokerage is and how it is
generally designed.

2.3.1 General Architecture
The architecture of a Cloud Service Broker varies between the different developers and integrator companies.
Generally though, most brokers do follow a generic architecture, as schematized in Figure 3.

Fig. 8. Cloud Service Broker General Architecture.

A brief description of the components present in Figure 3, above, summarizing the concepts found in [10]:
 Cloud Service Requesters/Consumers - This group represents the many Requesters/Consumers of Cloud
Service that are in use in enterprises today. This group works by making a request to the Cloud Service Broker for
a given service;
 Cloud Service Broker – This is the component responsible for integrating the various Cloud Service Providers
and abstracting all this complexity to the users of Requesters/Consumers. It is composed by:
–

–

Cloud Service Consumer Interface – This component of the Cloud Service Broker receives Cloud Service
Requests from the Cloud Service Requesters/Consumers. Also, when given an answer by the Cloud Services,
it sends back the answer to the respective Requester/Consumer;
Cloud Service Publish Interface – This interface publishes subscriptions to the Cloud Services provided by
the Cloud Service Providers. After receiving a notification from a given Provider, its respective information
is published in the Cloud Service Broker so it is available to the Requesters/Consumers. This subscription can
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–

–

also be synchronized with the requests from the Requesters/Consumers group. When a request is received, a
subscription is sent to the Providers and then the Cloud Service Broker chooses the most suitable Cloud
Service Provider to satisfy the request;
Cloud Service Process – This component is responsible for processing the requests, finding in the Broker’s
database which Services to use, translate the request to each Provider needed to satisfy that request, receive
their answer, translate it for the Requesters/Consumers and send the response to them. It also can perform
several other activities, such as Security Services, QoS and SLA Management, Composition Services, etc.;
Cloud Service Adapter – It is responsible for mapping the requests received by the Cloud Service Broker to
the respective Cloud Service Providers able to satisfy those requests. Also has information needed to connect
to those Providers, like APIs, Communication Protocols, etc.;

 Cloud Service Providers – Group representing the many types of Cloud Service Providers existent nowadays in
the Cloud Computing Paradigm.

2.3.2 Service Integration Objectives
The Cloud Computing paradigm, though making possible a lot of new opportunities in Business IT, it doesn't
exist without some challenges. Those challenges are being addressed by recent research by the Industry and the
Scientific Community. Thus, the concept of Cloud Service Broker has been made. The objectives for this Cloud
Broker is to manage and integrate the various types of Clouds and their different Service Providers, also providing
help in deciding which Provider is the best for certain tasks. It also addresses many other challenges. A summary can
be found below, in Table 4.
Challenge/Concern Description
Redundancy

With a Cloud Service Broker it becomes possible to use multi-cloud providers for the same Service. This way, one
Service isn’t dependent of one of the Providers, and so it can resume work using a second Provider in case the first
one is down.

Security

By centralizing all communications sent to the Cloud in a single server, where the Cloud Service Broker is installed,
the Cloud Service Providers don’t get aware of who in particular is communicating with them, turning the connection
anonymous. It also handles the authentication, authorization and access controls to each Cloud Service acquired.

Privacy

A Cloud Service Broker can help users keep their information private, by encrypting that same information before it
is sent to the Cloud. On the other way, it can receive information from the Cloud and, after that reception, decrypt it
and show to the user.

Cost

A Cloud Service Broker can help a company to save on IT Infrastructure costs, by having algorithms that help to
choose the best Provider using probabilities and weights. These advanced algorithms can attribute different weights
to each of the characteristics. If we increase Cost attribute’s weight, it will be more important for the future decisions,
and it may lower Costs.

Risk

By enabling the use of multiple Providers without hassle, Cloud Service Brokers prevent many risks, such as Service
loss, since it can have another Provider to do the job while another is down, prevents loss of information, by having
backups stored on another Cloud Storage Provider, prevents migration problems from one Provider to another, and
others.

Trust

By measuring the reliability of the many Providers contracted, Cloud Service Brokers can give important information
about which ones are more reliable and trustworthy, and then choosing the best among all the Providers when
possible.

Vendor Lock-In/

By easing the migration process between different Providers, without need to reconfigure all applications and/or
platforms, Brokers enable easy change of Providers in case another one offers better conditions.

Migration
Integration

Cloud Service Brokers provide a unique API for which developers code their platforms and/or applications. Then, the
Broker is responsible for translating the code from its API to the Providers API, by using a driver component for
each Provider, enabling communication with ease between applications and Providers and also easing the Integration
between different Services using different Cloud Service Providers.

Monitoring/SLA

Brokers can also monitor and control a number of parameters of interest to the company related to the use of Cloud
Services. Define quotas, alerts for certain Cost or Resource values, etc. It also helps by monitoring if the conditions
negotiated in the SLA are being fulfilled.
Table 4. Summary of the Challenges/Concerns that a Cloud Service Broker addresses.

The prototype being planned for this work will address, mostly, Redundancy, Cost, Vendor Lock-In/Migration,
Monitoring and Integration concerns. This will be achieved by selecting the best Provider for each Service Request
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received by the Cloud Service Broker, which might not be the same at all times, since many values of the selection
algorithm chosen (discussed below) might change between Service Requests.

2.3.3 Provider Selection
TREC Framework (OPTIMIS Project).The Trust, Risk, Eco-Efficiency and Cost Framework, also called TREC [11],
was created for the OPTIMIS Project, funded by the European Commission. It is composed of four modules, with the
names above mentioned. Each of these modules uses statistics and other information to achieve their results and thus
recommending the best provider according to those weighted attributes. A brief explanation of how each attribute
works follows:
 Trust – This attribute can be measured in a similar way to Risk, though it has some subtle differences. Trust is
measured as well with the reputation based on the historical data contained in the database. The less SLA
violations and failures in the service, the more Trustworthy a Cloud Service Provider is. Also, this attribute gets
measured with social networking stats, so the system has an overall perception of what the industry and people
think of a given Provider of Cloud Services. When no historical data is available on the database, the system ranks
with social networking as a basis of information;
 Risk – Risk is measured using an historical database as a main information source for the statistical calculations.
This database contains data about SLA violations on a given provider, downtimes, and failures on service
provisioning. It also stores information about the costs incurred if the need to mitigate/compensate in case that
risk occurs. Also uses attributes and indicators on the impact that a failure of a given provider would have in the
overall IT infrastructure. In the case that a Provider is new to the database and has no information, this
information can be obtained through experience from other firms, or by information published on the Internet or
other Media;
 Eco-Efficiency – In order to protect the environment, since Data Centers are huge energy expenders, and the
European Union is a fierce defender of environment and also one of the stakeholders of the OPTIMIS project, in
which this Framework is being developed, this attribute certifies that the Providers comply with the latest energy
efficiency and environmental safety regulations. Some of the measures taken are, for instance, energy efficiency
(the amount of useful work per Watt consumed), ecological efficiency (amount of useful work per Kg of carbon
emitted to the atmosphere). It can also perform forecasts for ecological and energetic efficiency studies;
 Cost – This attribute, as the name suggests, collects metrics about the cost of a given service, according to the
infrastructure and/or service provided, SLA requirements, CPU Units, RAM, Storage Space and other variables.
SMI Framework. The Service Measurement Index Framework, abbreviated SMI, is recent development by the Cloud
Services Measurement Initiative Consortium (CSMIC) and is now on version 1.0, presented to the public around
September 2011. This framework is being developed in an attempt to create a standard for measuring the quality of
Cloud Services in general, allowing for a better choice by their potential clients. It’s a hierarchical framework,
constituted by seven categories and with each category having three or more attributes. Each attribute will have also
a set of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), which are currently under development for a next version of the SMI
Framework. The categories on this framework are Accountability, Agility, Assurance, Financial, Performance,
Security and Privacy and Usability. For further information on this framework and a description of the attributes,
please refer to [12]. One gets the ranking of a given Provider by choosing the attributes that most resemble one’s
necessities, and by giving weights to each attribute. Then the overall ranking for that Provider is given by calculating
the individual scores for each attribute and calculating those rankings with basis on their weights.
SMICloud. The SMICloud is a development made on the SMI Framework, presented in [13]. According to their
authors, the SMI Framework has two types of attributes: qualitative and quantitative. Though qualitative attributes
can’t be measured in a mathematical way, since they infer usually in user experience and other ways of obtaining
measures, the quantitative attributes can be formulated in a mathematical expression, that makes possible to, in some
degree, automate the SMI Framework for dynamic Cloud Service Provider choice based on a Service Request by a
user sent to a Cloud Service Broker. Taking into account that there is enough data retrieved by some monitoring
system, these calculations can be easily automated and ranking updated on-the-fly. When combined with a Cloud
Service Broker solution, this can be a very powerful tool in maximizing agility and performance on a Hybrid Cloud
Architecture, or when choosing between many Public Cloud Service Providers. Most of this attributes are related
with Quality of Service (QoS) concerns, like Service Response Time, Sustainability, Suitability, Accuracy,
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Transparency, Interoperability, Availability, Reliability, Stability, Cost, Adaptability, Elasticity and Usability. They
also propose a Multiple Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) technique called Analytic Hierarchy Process to help in
the calculations of rankings on SMICloud. For more details on the formulas deducted for the attributes mentioned
above, please refer to the work mentioned.
In summary, the strong points, as well as the weak points, can be found in the table below.
Framework

Strong Points

Weak Points

SMI Framework

Hierarchical;

The big number of categories, attributes and KPIs
is also a weak point, because it can make difficult
the process of achieving the most important
attributes.

Seven categories, each with three or more attributes,
each attribute with a set of KPIs. This means this
Framework can evaluate almost any requirement for a
Cloud Service Provider.
SMI Cloud
Framework

Same as the SMI Framework.

Only a small number of attributes can be
automated for now.

TREC Framework

Simplifies and automates the Cloud Service Provider
selection process;

Few details available;

Takes Eco-Efficiency into account to promote “Green
Datacenters”;

Still in its early stages of development, hasn’t
been tested much.

European effort to standardize Cloud Computing.

Table 5. Summary of the strong and weak points of each of the Frameworks evaluated.

2.3.4 Existing Solutions
DeltaCloud. According to [14], “DeltaCloud provides the API server and drivers necessary for connecting to
cloud providers.
DeltaCloud maintains long-term stability for scripts, tools and applications and backward compatibility across
different versions.
Using single API DeltaCloud enables management of resources in different clouds.
Start an instance on an internal cloud, then with the same code start another on EC2 or RHEV-M.”
DeltaCloud uses a RESTful Web Services based API to abstract the various APIs used by each of the Cloud
Service Providers. It does this by using a component called Driver, which is responsible for translating the
commands received by the DeltaCloud API into commands interpretable by the Cloud Service Provider in question.
It comes with an HTML and jQuery mobile framework interface that eases the configuration process. It is developed
by the Apache Software Foundation and is an open-source project.
Aeolus. Based in the information found in [15], Aeolus is an open-source project, and Aeolus Mission is “To free
users from cloud lock-in by making the choice of cloud provider – private, public, or hybrid – a simple launch-time
option.”
Aeolus is composed of four parts:
Aeolus Conductor – Manages users, resources, instances, making it able to perform intelligent choices about
which cloud to use;
Aeolus Composer – Builds Cloud-Specific Images from Templates, facilitating migration and choice of
Providers;
Aeolus Orchestrator – Manages groups of Cloud Instances;
Aeolus HA Manager – Makes the group of Cloud Instances be highly available;
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DeltaCloud – All the functions in Aeolus are made possible thanks to the contribute of the DeltaCloud crosscloud abstraction library.

CloudSwitch. CloudSwitch is a commercial platform that performs Cloud Service Brokering tasks. Some of those
tasks include coordination between multiple Providers, easy migration of applications to different Providers and
enhanced security. Citing the CloudSwitch website, in [16], “With CloudSwitch Enterprise you can:
Make the cloud a secure extension of your data center with full encryption & isolation;
Point and click your apps into the right cloud with NO changes;
Use your existing management tools and policies with cloud resources;
Get cloud scaling and agility with NO lock-in – run your apps where you want them.”
IBM Cloud Service Provider Platform – Jamcracker. Jamcracker is yet another Cloud Service Broker by IBM that
can also be used in conjunction with their Cloud Service Provider Platform (CSP2). It offers similar services to the
other solutions mentioned in this document. We can see in [17] that Jamcracker enables an organization to have:
“Provides enterprise AppStores as centralized resource for all users’ needs, including private and public cloud
services;
Unifies security, auditing, compliance enforcement, and services discovery;
Embraces “IT consumerization” and bottoms-up innovation to better meet business unit objectives and needs.”
OPTIMIS Toolkit. According to [18], “The motivation for OPTIMIS is the vision that hybrid clouds will become
commonplace, realized by private clouds interacting with a rich ecosystem of public and other cloud providers.
OPTIMIS is aimed at enabling organizations to automatically externalize services and applications to trustworthy
and auditable cloud providers in the hybrid model. Consequently, OPTIMIS believes its activities will support and
facilitate an ecosystem of providers and consumers that will benefit from the optimal operation of services and
infrastructures. The optimization covers the full lifecycle of services and their interactions.” This program is funded
by the European Union, belonging to the Programme FP7-ICT-2007-1 – Objective 1.2.
Between their main objectives, one of them is to implement a Cloud Service Brokerage Model that integrates all
the Cloud Services for a firm, as well as establishing a European Standard for Cloud Services in general. It also
presents a Provider Selection Framework, introduced above, called TREC (Trust, Risk, Eco-Efficiency and Cost).
Summarizing, the following table can be consulted in order to find the strong and weak points of each of the
solutions evaluated.
Product

Strong Points

Weak Points

Proprie
tary

DeltaCloud

Free to acquire, use, add modules and modify;
Plenty of drivers available to connect to wellknown Providers.

No professional support in case of
problems;
No advanced GUI to configure.

No

Aeolus

Free to acquire, use, add modules and modify;
Uses DeltaCloud as the “engine” to integrate and
communicate with Providers;
Provides Web GUI to configure.

No professional support in case of
problems.

No
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CloudSwitch

Full encryption and isolation;
Maintain management tools and policies with
Cloud resources;
Professional support from the company.

IBM
Jamcracker

Business-oriented;
Enterprise AppStores.

OPTIMIS
Toolkit

European effort to standardize Cloud Computing;
Free to acquire and use.

Requires a fee for acquisition.

Yes

Requires a fee for acquisition.

Yes

Still a young project, not been tested
much;
It’s not a Cloud Service Broker in
itself, just a small component.

No

Table 6. Summary of the strong and weak points of each of the solutions evaluated.

2.4 Some Considerations on the Related Work
Based on the research presented in this section, as we can see, Cloud Computing is a recent topic of interest for
the academic and industrial entities, which brings many promises and benefits, but also many challenges in order to
work conveniently. There is a serious lack of standardization on this Cloud Computing Paradigm, which results in
many proprietary interfaces and architectures, which bring many difficulties in the interoperation of Services and,
thus, makes some businesses still reject the idea of migrating to the Cloud. There are, though, some commendable
efforts to solve these challenges and bring some order into this Cloud “chaos”, such as the OPTIMIS Framework and
Toolkit by the European Commission, and the definition of concepts and architecture by the NIST.
The NIST has recently defined some concepts for the Cloud and main architecture, defining the types of Services
provided and the types of Clouds that can be implemented. These definitions, as it was said before, are the ones that
will be considered along this work. Still, it’s important to refer that the NIST definition of Cloud types should also
include the concept of Partner Cloud, suggested in [19], because though it is a sub-type of Private Cloud, it does have
some significant differences because it is managed by an outsourced Provider, instead of an on-premises IT
Department.
Another great concern about the Cloud Computing Paradigm is the fear for loss of data sovereignty and possible
malicious hacking of the Cloud Servers where their contents are stored. Though these concerns are valid and have
some points that are truth, it can be said that, most of the times, the Cloud Service Provider is better suited to handle
these kind of problems since they have better redundancy schemes, regular backups and maintenance and are better
equipped with security infrastructure and software, following best practices and having the most qualified
professionals in the area. In general, a choice for a Cloud Service Provider specialized in this type of Services is
much better than having an on premises IT Infrastructure, that not only incurs in more costs, but can also represent
an outdated, ill-maintained IT Infrastructure, with security issues and so more easily one can attack it and obtain data
in unauthorized ways. These conditions though, have to be subscribed in a SLA between the client and the Provider,
and monitored periodically, to assure all the agreed conditions are being fulfilled within the accorded parameters.
The Frameworks presented for the selection of Cloud Service Providers can be found above. Though all those
Frameworks are advantageous in their own way, and disadvantageous on other ways, none of those does answer
completely to this problem. In this work, the SMI Framework will be used in conjunction with the SMICloud
propositions, since these Framework has more attributes and is better detailed, being already adopted in many
companies. The TREC Framework, though promising, is still in development, only having Beta versions available
and with few details on how it works. Still, it does look promising and should be consulted regularly.
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The software solutions studied above for Cloud Service Brokerage are still in development. All of them are ready
to assume this role on a dedicated server, presenting many advantages that might help any organization in the
implementation of a Broker. The OPTIMIS Toolkit is not a Broker in itself, but architecture for Cloud Services in
general, though it does have a Broker component that uses the TREC Framework as a basis for the decision making
component. Still, this is an under development project that doesn’t support many options and is not adequate for a
prototype of a Cloud Service Broker. The CloudSwitch and Jamcracker solutions are very advanced and promising,
but both are proprietary and have some costs inherent to their utilization. The DeltaCloud and Aeolus software are, at
the moment of the realization of this work, the best option. They’re available as an open source project, working
together, and DeltaCloud does have drivers for many Cloud Service Providers, being many of them some of the
actual leaders in the business, like Amazon and Rackspace. They’re easy to install and provide familiar graphical
user interfaces (GUIs) that help in their configuration. Also, they can be used freely, as well as modified to provide
better support for customized applications. So, the choice for tools in implementing the Cloud Service Broker
prototype proposed in this work are these last two mentioned.
The most relevant papers/books for each of the domains presented in this section can be consulted in the
following table.
Domain

Sub-Section

References’ Number

SOA applied to Cloud Computing

[5]

Cloud Computing

[7], [9], [19], [6]

Cloud Service Brokerage

[10]
Provider Selection [12], [13], [17], [18], [11]
Existing Solutions [14], [16], [20], [18], [15], [11], [21]

Table 7. The most relevant papers/books for each of the domains presented in the Related Work section.
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3 Solution Design and Development
In this chapter is presented the Solution Design and Development. This is done in two phases and involves two
different artifacts, which are going to be used together afterwards: the SMI Ranking Table and the Cloud Service
Broker technological solution.
The first part will describe the design process, which contains the Requirements for the Broker solution and
Provider selection, the typical features for a Cloud Service Broker system with which it should comply and fulfill.
Afterwards we’ll talk about the solutions chosen and adopted to develop these artifacts, ending with the overall
architecture for the Broker prototype and a Disclaimer of what the proposed design aims to solve.
In each of these sub-sections, details will be given on how the Design Research Methodology has been applied to
guarantee a consistent work.

3.1 Designing the Solution
The Design phase corresponds to the third step of the Design Research Methodology. In this sub-section, we
present the several processes, steps, artifacts and conclusions related to the Design phase. This design was achieved
through several interviews with known academic and professional specialists in Cloud Computing, in the form of
open answer questions, to maximize the information obtained. This valuable information was then complemented
with further research on specialized literature and research papers. Further details can be found in the following subsections.

3.1.1 Requirements Assessment
This first step in the Prototype development was done through the review of specialized literature and interviews
(personally and by e-mail) on known experts in Cloud Computing. These interviews were realized to the same
people and at the same time as the ones realized for achieving the SMI Framework attributes to be chosen and KPIs
on how to measure them. These requirements were then analyzed and refined to obtain the ones that are fulfilled and
corresponded with the Aeolus Project. These requirements were then modeled using a Requirements Diagram,
according to the UML Modeling Language. The diagrams created can be found below.

Fig. 9. Requirement Diagram for the Provider Management.
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Fig. 10. Requirement Diagram for the Realm Management.

Fig. 11. Requirement Diagram for User Management.

Fig. 12. Requirement Diagram for Quota Level Usage and/or Verification.

Fig. 13. Requirement Diagram for the creation of several Aeolus Project’s Artifacts and its relations.

Fig. 14. Requirement Diagram for some stand-alone Requirements.

3.1.2 Use Cases Assessment and Validation
In order to assess the capabilities for the Aeolus Project based prototype being developed in the scope of this
research, we’ve developed a group of Use Cases that will enable us to see what task can be completed with this
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solution. These Use Cases consist of some basic operations, like acquiring an Instance web address, to more complex
ones, for instance, deploying an imported image to another Instance.

Fig. 15. Use Cases Diagram for the Cloud Service Broker – Aeolus.

Each of these Use Cases has been tested and validated in order to obtain the intended output. The tests made can be
seen in the Test Section (4), below.
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3.1.5 Solution Architecture
Below we represent the final solution architecture adopted in this research. This architecture schematic shows the
various components at work inside the prototype broker and the Providers chosen for testing, as well as some other
information, in order to further clarify how all these components will play together. Further details on each of those
components can be found in the next section, 3.2 Developing the Solution. We also present below an UML Sequence
Diagram, which helps further understand how each component communicates with each other.

Fig. 16. Solution Architecture in UML Component Diagram.
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User

Conductor
configureProvider()

Deltacloud

Image Factory

testProviderConnection()

Oz

Provider

connectToProvider()
connectionStatus()

returnConnectionStatus()
outputInformation()
configureResources()
outputInformation()
deployInstance()

prepareImage()
createAndInstallImage()
ackImagePrepared()
ackImageReadyForDeploy()

createInstanceAndDeployImage()

sendCommandsToProvider()
returnNewInstanceStatus()

returnNewInstanceStatus()
outputInformation()
monitorInstances()

requestMonitoringInformation()

sendCommandsToProvider()
returnInformationFromInstances()

returnInformationFromInstances()

outputInformation()

Fig. 17. Components’ Interactions Represented in UML Sequence Diagram.

3.1.3 Providers Selected for Development
In order to test the Broker’s functionality, including the tests for the Use Cases’ validation and the Case Study in
the next chapter, we had to make a previous choice of Cloud Service Providers to use. To assess which Providers
were best to this process, we took into account two factors: the relevance of the Providers in today’s Cloud Panorama
and their compatibility and support within Aeolus Project. Taking these into account, the Providers chosen where
Amazon EC2 and Openstack-based HP Cloud due to their high relevance in today’s market, being Amazon the
actual leader of the business of Cloud Services in IaaS, and Openstack architecture for Cloud is getting very popular
and used in many providers, namely HP Cloud, being one of its biggest competitors. We have also chosen to use
other type of Provider: a Mock Provider that is integrated with the Aeolus Project, which will act as an On-Premise
Virtualized Data Center for the purposes of this research. Below is a brief description of the Providers adopted.


Amazon EC2 – “Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2) is a web service that provides resizable
compute capacity in the cloud. It is designed to make web-scale computing easier for developers. Amazon
EC2’s simple web service interface allows you to obtain and configure capacity with minimal friction. It
provides you with complete control of your computing resources and lets you run on Amazon’s proven
computing environment. Amazon EC2 reduces the time required to obtain and boot new server instances to
minutes, allowing you to quickly scale capacity, both up and down, as your computing requirements
change. Amazon EC2 changes the economics of computing by allowing you to pay only for capacity that
you actually use. Amazon EC2 provides developers the tools to build failure resilient applications and
isolate themselves from common failure scenarios.” [22]



HP Cloud – “HP Public Cloud is committed to delivering leading edge public cloud infrastructure, platform
services, and cloud solutions for developers, ISVs, partners, service providers, and enterprises. HP Cloud
Compute and HP Cloud Object Storage are built on HP’s world class hardware and software, with key
elements of HP Converged Infrastructure and a developer-friendly integration of OpenStack™ technology.
HP’s use of OpenStack technology and participation in its open source project means that you get
innovative, open source-based cloud technology. This also means HP will be at the forefront of public cloud
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development and advancement as the OpenStack project evolves to deliver massively scalable
applications.” [23]


Mock Provider – The Mock Provider consists in an emulated Provider that is included in the Aeolus
Project, and is used for several Tutorials, Tests and Simulations in order to develop, test, debug and
simulate several test case scenarios within Aeolus.

3.1.4 Disclaimer
A Cloud Service Broker is a very complex tool and concept, and so, this prototype that results from this research
won’t solve many questions that a Cloud Service Broker could (or should) answer. After this fact, we thought it was
better to include a Disclaimer with what is addressed in the scope of this research, and what isn’t, but should be
addressed in a complete Cloud Service Brokerage Solution.
This Prototype Broker will support the following features and address the following problems:


Centralized interface for management of all Cloud systems deployed;



Possibility to configure several different accounts on several Providers, for each department;



Centralized credential access for Cloud Instances deployment, without the need to interact with the different
Providers‘ websites and Cloud Access Interfaces;



Divide Instances into several groups, corresponding to departments or ministries, for example;



Centralized image templates management for deployment in several Providers;



Priority definition for Providers, enabling automatic selection of the best Provider for a given Service
Request, or to configure the preferable use of some Providers in detriment of others, due to special
conditions/regulations;



Automatic and dynamic ranking of Cloud Service Providers taking into account monitoring data such as
failures of service, service quality degradation, cost monitoring, thus enhancing the automatic choice
process;



Enhanced security by defining Access Control Lists, which define which user has access to a given
resource, what rights over that resource he/she might have, assuring that no unauthorized personnel can
access a given instance;



Automatic translation of image templates into images in the chosen Cloud Service Provider, and starting
new instances with those same images;



Monitoring of all created, working, stopped or suspended instances, for full time control of what is being
used and where;



Definition of quotas for departments and users, so there can be more control on usage and also on costs.

A complete Cloud Service Brokerage solution should also take into account several of the requirements in the list
below, but that are out of scope for this research, such as:


A Cloud Service Broker for a medium or big size business should have support for a distributed network.
Since these servers will have to mediate all traffic between premises‘ systems and Cloud Systems, they are
prone to create a bottleneck in the company’s communications infrastructure. As such, there should be
several Cloud Service Brokers in a distributed architecture, with load balancing, satisfying the various
Service Requests created in the business. A possible solution to this problem would be to have the Brokers
also stored in a Cloud mode;



Also, in terms of Security and Confidentiality, a Cloud Service Broker, as a centralized solution, does
constitute a frailty due to the credentials storage, image template storage and other sensitive information, as
well as their requirement to be always connected to the Internet, and as such these systems might be more
prone to being a target of hacking attempts. The servers where these Cloud Service Brokers are deployed
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should be well protected instances, with well-defined Access Control Lists and good software and hardware
protections, such as Intrusion Detection and/or Prevention Systems, Firewalls, etc.;


Cloud Service Brokers do not support all Providers available in this industry. As such, they somehow
handicap the choice possibilities when acquiring a service from a Provider. There is the possibility of
adding support to other Providers, but that will require some coding effort.
In a short summary, this research intends to present a solution for automatic choice and monitoring of instances in
Cloud Service Providers, not addressing other pressing issues in solutions of this type, such as some security issues,
the possibility of the Broker being a bottleneck, and others.

3.1.5 Summary
This section focused in presenting the artifacts that were developed in the scope of this research, and which will
be applied in the Case Study, that will be presented in the next section.
We started by presenting the common and specific requirements for a Cloud Service Broker, which are a must to
be complied with if we want to have a complete and functional broker for use in a production environment.
Afterwards, we’ve showed the most important use cases/features, with the use of a Use Case Diagram in UML, so to
give a better understanding which actors, actions, and their relations a good broker solution must comply as well.
Then we present the overall architecture and component communication sequence, with the aid of Component UML
Diagram and a Sequence UML Diagram, and end this section by talking about the providers selected for testing and
a short disclaimer on the “dos and don’ts” for this work and research.
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4 Testing the Solution: Case Study for the Public Administration
This chapter presents the Case Study for which this prototype has been planned and intended to be used. This
Case Study consists in a simulated scenario where the Cloud Service Broker solution, based in the Aeolus Project,
will be utilized to monitor and cleverly deploy several Virtual Machine Servers in some selected Providers,
according to several requirements, that can change between the Ministries, Departments and even the uses for such
systems.
In the following subsections we’ll present the solutions and the scenario to be used in this Case Study, followed
by the way the prototype will be used to accommodate such scenario. We’ll also present the customizations that have
to be done in order to adapt the SMI Framework and Aeolus Project to solve the problem presented by this Case
Study. We’ll follow these descriptions with a test battery demonstrating the main operations the Broker Solution
must comply with and finally we’ll analyze those results and draw some conclusions.

4.1 Developing the Solution
This subsection will further describe all the process of conceptualization and development of the finally
prototype to be implemented and tested as the scope of this research proposes. It starts by presenting the attributes
chosen and how they have been measured, based on research (identified in each attribute) and also some proposals of
our own, then we present the weights achieved for use in the SMI Framework classification, and then we present the
development of the prototype per se using the Aeolus Project Cloud Service Brokerage Server.

4.1.1 Important Attributes and KPIs for Measurement
As a first step in using the SMI Framework for classifying several Cloud Service Providers, it is important to
assess which attributes are going to be used from the ample choice of categories and attributes this Framework
provides. In sorting which attributes would matter most and their respective categories, two steps were used: revision
of specialized literature, in the form of scientific papers, white papers, governmental IT public papers, specialized
news articles from known IT news sources, and many others; the second step consisted in a series of open answer
interviews conducted personally or by e-mail.
In the first step, we achieved a first set of attributes and respective categories to use in further work, research and
evaluation of Cloud Service Providers. This process was achieved through interviews with some professional
specialists in Cloud Computing, as well as study of related works in academic and professional environments, as [1],
[3] and [24]. Afterwards, in the second step, constituted by several interviews which include academic and
professional specialists in Cloud Computing Infrastructure and Implementation, developers of Cloud Computing and
Cloud Service Brokerage solutions, Cloud Computing book authors and IT Managers. This step was useful in
refining attributes and to further achievement of new attributes to be taken into account.
After those attributes and categories were achieved, we had to achieve a set of KPIs on how to measure those
same attributes. Most of these KPIs were achieved with basis on specialized literature and similar works. Some of
those attributes will be measured using the methods described in the SMI Cloud Framework [13].
In the table below, we present a summary of the attributes chosen (with their respective categories), as well as the
sources in which measures for those where suggested. In the following sub-chapters, each of the attributes will be
presented in much more detail, indicating how they were used in the course of this work.
Category/Attribute

Measure Suggestions

Category/Attribute

Measure Suggestions

(1)Accountability/Auditability

Four levels of classification,
proposal below.

(2)Accountability/Provider
Certifications

Based on [25].
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Category/Attribute

Measure Suggestions

Category/Attribute

Measure Suggestions

(3)Agility/Adaptability

Based on SMI Cloud [13].

(15)Performance/InteroperabilityBased on SMI Cloud [13].

(4)Agility/Capacity

Three levels of classification,
proposal below.

(5)Agility/Extensibility

Three levels of classification,
proposal below.

(16)Security and Privacy/Access
Control & Privilege
Based on [25].
Management

(6)Agility/Portability

Three levels of classification,
proposal below.

(7)Agility/Scalability

Based on [25].

(8)Assurance/Availability

Managed automatically by
Aeolus.

(9)Assurance/Recoverability

Managed automatically by
Aeolus.

(10)Assurance/Reliability

Managed automatically by
Aeolus.

(11)Financial/Acquisition &
Transaction Cost

(17)Security and Privacy/Data
Geographic/Political

Three levels of classification,
proposal below.

(18)Security and Privacy/Data
Privacy & Data Loss

Three levels of classification,
proposal below.

(19)Security and
Privacy/Physical &
Environmental Security

Three levels of classification,
proposal below.

(20)Security and
Privacy/Proactive Threat &
Vulnerability Management

Three levels of classification,
proposal below

Based on SMI Cloud [13].

(21)Usability/Client Personnel
Requirements

Three levels of classification,
proposal below.

(12)Financial/On-going Cost

Managed automatically by
Aeolus.

(22)Usability/Installability

(13)Financial/Profit or Cost
Sharing

Three levels of classification,
proposal below.

The score will be given by
estimating the average time
required for the installation to be
ready and available for use by the
Client.

(23)Usability/Transparency

Based on SMI Cloud [13].

(24)Usability/Operability

Based on SMI [25].

1 point for each functionality,
(14)Performance/Functionality until a maximum score of 10
points.

Table 8. Categories, Attributes and KPIs selected for evaluation of Cloud Service Providers using the SMI Framework.

4.1.2 SMI Framework Attributes and Measurements (KPIs) In Detail
Field

Content

Measure Name

Accountability/Auditability

Type

Qualitative

Context

This attribute’s classification will create a kind of index that enables a potential client
to check if the Providers are open to auditions to ascertain if they have the necessary
requirements for the Client.

Formula

0. The provider isn't open to audition by the client or third parties, contracted by the
client, as well as visits to their datacenter and facilities. No certifications of skills from
the staff are provided.
4. The provider gives information about staff's skills and certifications, best practices
and regulations and standards to which they adhere.
8. The provider gives all the information required by the potential client, and is open
to provide visits to their datacenter.
10. The provider gives all the information required, is open to visits from the potential
client and also open to auditions the client might require.
Table 9. Auditability.

Field

Content

Measure Name

Accountability/Provider Certifications

Type

Quantitative
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Context

Formula

To ensure quality and compliance with standards that the provider’s client specifies as
necessary to meet service(s) in a sourced situation, providers must obtain and keep
current those certifications. Major certifications may include ISO 9001 (Quality
Management Systems), ISO 20000 (IT Services), ISO 27001 (Security), eSCM-SP
(service provider capabilities), CoBIT, and framework compliance, e.g., CMMI for
Development. Provider certifications are conferred by external authorities and thus
may be verified by clients as they are making decisions to source services to cloud
providers.
Percentage of all required certifications divided by 10 and rounded to highest value
(e.g. 85% = score of 9).
Table 10. Provider Certifications [25].

Field

Content

Measure Name

Agility/Adaptability

Type

Quantitative
Adaptability is the ability of the service provider to adjust changes in the services
based on customer’s request.
It is defined as the time taken to adapt to changes or upgrading the service to next
level. The formula is
.

Context
Formula

Table 11. Adaptability [13].

Field

Content

Measure Name

Agility/Capacity

Type

Qualitative

Context

This measure intends to give an indication to the potential clients about how the
Provider instance’s capacities compare to the average of known Providers.

Formula

0. The Provider’s instances have below average machine capacities, be it storage,
processor, memory, etc.
5. The Provider’s instances have average machine capacities, be it storage, processor,
memory, etc.
10. The Provider’s instances have higher than average machine capacities, be it
storage, processor, memory, etc.
Table 12. Capacity.

Field

Content

Measure Name

Agility/Extensibility

Type

Qualitative

Context

With this measure, one can assess how open to changes in Services and Service Levels
a Cloud Service Provider is.

Formula

0. The Provider isn’t open to any extra additions to the Services and/or Service Level
already provided.
5. The Provider has some optional, low or no cost measures and options that can be
added to the Services contracted by the client.
10. The Provider is open to negotiation on potential extra Services and Service Level
Agreement changes and upgrades at any time.
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Table 13. Extensibility.

Field

Content

Measure Name

Agility/Portability

Type

Qualitative

Context

Measures the degree of portability of instances inside and outside the Provider.

Formula

0. The Provider doesn’t allow or facilitate any transfer of instances between its data
centers and/or other Providers.
5. The Provider allows or facilitates transfers between its own data centers for
instances and any other resources.
10. The Provider allows or facilitates transfers between its own data centers, and
several other Cloud Service Providers, for instances and several other resources.
Table 14. Portability.

Field

Content

Measure Name

Agility/Scalability

Type

Qualitative
A leading measure that establishes the possible usage of a service. It is assumed that
the configuration of the service is fixed, and the response time and cost will vary
within acceptable limits as defined by the response time and cost attributes for this
service.

Context

Formula

Calculated by using this two formulas:
or

when

and
or

when

.
Table 15. Scalability [25].

Field

Content

Measure Name

Assurance/Availability

Type

Qualitative

Context

This attribute refers to the degree in which a Provider’s systems and/or services are
available and working flawlessly for its Clients.

Formula

Managed automatically by the Aeolus Project based prototype.
Table 16. Availability.

Field

Content

Measure Name

Assurance/Recoverability

Type

Qualitative

Context

Measures the capacity of a Provider to recover from a system and/or service failure
and restore service to its clients.

Formula

Managed automatically by the Aeolus Project based prototype.
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Table 17. Recoverability.

Field

Content

Measure Name

Assurance/Reliability

Type

Qualitative

Context

Measures the reliability of a given Provider, taking into account the uptime, the
number of failures, and some other criteria.

Formula

Managed automatically by the Aeolus Project based prototype.
Table 18. Reliability.

Field

Content

Measure Name

Financial/Acquisition & Transaction Cost

Type

Quantitative
Cost depends on two attributes: acquisition and on-going. It is not easy to compare
different prices of services as they offer different features and thus have many
dimensions. Even the same provider offers different VMs which may satisfy user’s
requirements.
Therefore, if a VM is priced at p per month for cpu cpu unit, net network in
Megabytes, data data in Megabytes, RAM

Context

Formula

for RAM in Megabytes, then the cost of VM is

where a,

b, c, and d are weights for each resource attribute and a + b + c + d = 1.
Table 19. Acquisition & Transaction Cost, based on [13].

Field

Content

Measure Name

Financial/On-going Cost

Type

Quantitative

Context

Measures the costs per unit (computing and/or time) of an instance in a given
Provider.

Formula

Managed automatically by the Aeolus Project based prototype.
Table 20. On-going Cost.

Field

Content

Measure Name

Financial/Profit or Cost Sharing

Type

Qualitative

Context

In some large scale projects, the Client might want to negotiate a Profit or Cost
Sharing with the Provider. This way, this attribute measures the availability of a
certain Provider to negotiating such Profit and/or Cost Sharing.

Formula

0. The company isn't available to share their profits or costs with the client.
5. The company is available to negotiate the possibility of profit or cost sharing.
10. The provider is available to share profits obtained from client's project, or to
assume part of the costs of the project implementation and deploy.
Table 21. Profit or Cost Sharing.

Field

Content
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Measure Name

Performance/Functionality

Type

Qualitative

Context

This attribute measures the available functionalities that a client can use, add and
remove to their service.

Formula

1 point for each functionality, until a maximum of 10 points.
Table 22. Functionality.

Field

Content

Measure Name

Performance/Interoperability

Type

Quantitative
Interoperability is the ability of a service to interact with other services offered either
by the same provider or other providers. It is more qualitative and can be defined by
user experience.

Context
Formula

Table 23. Interoperability [13].

Field

Content

Measure Name

Security and Privacy/Access Control & Privilege Management

Type

Qualitative

Context

Many attacks and damage are caused by insiders who could hide/delete their actions.
To mitigate against the risk of inappropriate use of privileges, several key questions
must be addressed.

Formula

Ask each potential service provider to answer the following 4 questions. Score the
answers as a Yes=2,5 and No = 0. The measure is the sum of the 4 responses for each
provider. Key questions: (1) Are system-wide privileges for the entire cloud system
(for read/write/or delete actions) prohibited? (2) Are high-privilege roles distributed
among multiple professionals? (3) Does the organization use role-based access control
(RBAC)? (4) Is the principle of least privilege followed?
Table 24. Access Control & Privilege Management [26].

Field

Content

Measure Name

Security and Privacy/Data Geographic/Political

Type

Qualitative

Context

This attribute will measure how restrict are the policies in the regions where the Cloud
Service Provider’s data centers are located. This can apply to data ownership, data
privacy, etc.

Formula

0. The country where the Provider engages its activity hasn’t any special laws and/or
regulations that protect the privacy of data stored in data centers located in that
country. Also, there are regulations that oblige those Providers to share data with
Governmental and Security authorities without a special reason, and aren’t allowed to
refuse such sharing.
5. The country where the Provider engages its activity has laws and/or regulations to
protect the privacy of data stored in data centers located in that country, and
prohibiting it’s access to third parties. Still, there are laws that predict the obligation to
provide data in cases of security issues or to help in on-going investigations.
10. The country where the Provider engages its activity has laws and/or regulations
that protect the privacy of data stored in data centers, and unauthorizes any access to
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that data by third parties, including Governmental and/or Security Authorities.
Table 25. Data Geographic/Political.

Field

Content

Measure Name

Security and Privacy/Data Privacy & Data Loss

Type

Qualitative

Context

This measures how the Provider guarantees that its client’s privacy is safeguarded, as
well as the correct measures to prevent data loss are taken and fulfilled.

Formula

0. The Provider doesn’t guarantee any data privacy measures whatsoever. There is no
encryption of data during transfer and on storage. No guarantees are given on recovery
of data in case of loss due to natural or other kinds of damage.
5. The Provider guarantees data privacy during transfer, by using secure
communication protocols, like SSL. Provider guarantees redundancy of data to
mitigate the risk of data loss, within the same datacenter.
10. The Provider encrypts not only the connections to transfer data but also all data
stored in the server located in their data center. Also, the Provider guarantees
redundancy of data within the same data center and in distinct geographical locations,
mitigating the risk of data loss due to any environmental disaster, or any other type of
incident.
Table 26. Data Privacy & Data Loss.

Field

Content

Measure Name

Security and Privacy/Physical & Environmental Security

Type

Qualitative

Context

This measure evaluates how well prepared are the Provider’s premises to the event of
an environmental hazard, and other security features.

Formula

0. The Provider offers little to no security measures in respect to physical or
environmental security.
5. The Provider has adequate measures to safeguard their datacenter from
environmental disasters like floods, earthquakes, and other potential hazards. Also
provides some physical security in the form of access control and premises' alarms.
10. The Provider has top protection against environmental hazards to eliminate the
risk of damage to the lowest possible. Also provides best practices in what concerns
physical security. Implements access control, premises' alarms, video surveillance and
private security.
Table 27. Physical & Environmental Security.

Field

Content

Measure Name

Security and Privacy/Proactive Threat & Vulnerability Management

Type

Qualitative

Context

This attribute measures the way the Provider’s systems are protected and safeguarded
against the many threats existing nowadays in software and networking, and the
increase in zero-day attacks.

Formula

0. The provider isn't always on top of the most recent developments in security
breaches and potential backdoors due to errors in software and/or hardware
manufacturing, and implements little to no measures to mitigate a potential breach.
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5. The provider is aware of the latest news on systems' security and acts accordingly
by patching systems and upgrading equipment. Provider also provides firewall
management capabilities to protect the network.
10. Provider keeps all their equipment upgraded and updated with the latest
corrections and technologies. Also maintains a firewall with management capabilities,
as well as an Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) to prevent zero-day threats, and not
yet discovered vulnerabilities.
Table 28. Proactive Threat & Vulnerability Management.

Field

Content

Measure Name

Usability/Client Personnel Requirements

Type

Qualitative

Context

Many companies might not have local staff specialized and/or certified to deal with
new Cloud Systems. This attribute measures the degree of Client Personnel
Requirements, so a potential client knows if they need to certify or not their staff to
use the new systems.

Formula

0. The Provider doesn’t provide any type of expert help and/or support for migration
of the enterprise’s systems architecture to the Cloud model, and requires that the
Client has personnel with specialization and/or certification in technologies related to
the area of Cloud Computing and system’s migration.
5. The Provider has specialized help and support, 24h, with specialized technicians. In
case there is a need for an on premise support, the client needs to have personnel
qualified for the job. The Provider has certification programs available if companies
wish to train their professionals.
10. The Provider has full time support, and even guarantees a specialized professional
to go on premises in the case that help is needed in the migration process from the on
premises systems to the new Cloud ones, thus lessening the need to contract or train
any staff. Still, there are training courses and certifications available for any
companies that are interested.
Table 29. Client Personnel Requirements.

Field

Content

Measure Name

Usability/Installability

Type

Qualitative

Context

This attribute measures how capable is a given Provider to prepare, configure, install
and serve a determined request from a Client.

Formula

This attribute will be calculated with basis in the average time taken by the Cloud
Service Provider to have the requested services available and ready for the Client’s
use. The formula is
.
Table 30. Installability.

Field

Content

Measure Name

Usability/Transparency

Type

Quantitative
Transparency is an important feature of Cloud services due to the fast evolution of
these services. It can be inferred as a time for which the performance of the user’s
application is affected during a change in the service. It can also be calculated in terms
of frequency of such effect.

Context
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Formula

∑
∑
Table 31. Transparency [13].

Field

Content

Measure Name

Usability/Operability

Type

Qualitative
For cloud-based services to be equally attractive or more attractive to customers than
non-cloud services, the effort to learn to use the service needs to have a low threshold
and minimal amount of time and expertise associated with being ready to use the
service.
At inception of new service, calculation of the actual elapsed time from start to
successful completion of steps to use the service. Comparing the amount of time to
learn to see how it relates to the typical training times in the table below yields the
learnability score as follows:
T1 – T2 = X [total elapsed time to learn use of new service]
If X is = or less than 10 minutes the score is = 10
If X is = or less than 20 minutes the score is = 8
If X is = or less than 30 minutes the score is = 6
If X is = or less than 40 minutes the score is = 4
If X is = or less than 50 minutes the score is = 2
If X is = or less than 60 minutes the score is = 1
If X is = or greater than 60 minutes the score is = 0
Note that the time intervals in the table may be adjusted based on the complexity and
requirements of the service for which clients are being trained.

Context

Formula

Table 32. Operability [25].

4.1.3 Attribute Weighting
A survey has been created to obtain community feedback on which attributes they found important for a Provider
and their respective weights to be used in the SMI Framework (Step 2). This survey consists of 39 ranking questions
(related to 24 attributes and 7 categories, which might have more than one question associated), similar to the one
that follows, and 2 open answer questions to clarify any answer to the previous questions, as well as some questions
to identify the type of respondents. We’ve obtained a total of 24 answers in the time the formulary was available
online.
Question Example: “Rank from 1 (Less Important) to 5 (More Important) the following question related to
Auditability: As a potential client, I want to be able check which Standards the Provider follows and which
Certifications it possesses, as an organization.”
After this, the average classification for each of the attributes is calculated. Finally, the final percentage of each
attribute, per category is calculated. The formula for this can be found below.
(1)

Now we present the results achieved after the analysis of this survey.
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Fig. 18. Survey results
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Fig. 19. Survey respondents.

It’s important to note that this attribute weighting process follows, most of all, the organization rules,
requirements and specifications, which may vary with the type of organization contracting those services. For
example, instances from the Armed Forces of a given country may want to attribute more weight to Security and
Privacy attributes, since those are the most important for them. On the other side, an Internet content distribution
company may prefer attributes such as storage space vs cost, network bandwidth, physical location, etc. The survey
presented above is a reference from which someone can start the process, according to some specialist feedback, but
it can and should be customized to fit each client and their business objectives.

4.2 Validating Results
In order to further clarify and validate the results obtained in sub-chapters 3.1.2 and 3.1.3, three short papers
were accepted to international conferences, to be reviewed by experts in the areas discussed in this work.
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One of the conferences, IEEE Conference on Business Informatics 2013. The work submitted presented the
choice of attributes to be used in this research, and several suggestions on ways to measure such attributes and KPIs.
This short paper had three peer reviews, being rejected by one of the reviewers, who referred the work was
interesting, but that particular subject and choice wasn’t much detailed. The second reviewer evaluated the paper in
the borderline, with similar opinion to the first. The third reviewer has considered the paper good for the conference
and accepted it. We can conclude with such opinions that the choices and suggestions in sub-chapter 3.1.2 are valid
and can be used in further research on this prototype Cloud Service Broker.
The second conference, CENTERIS 2013, a short paper on the survey realized and now presented in subchapter 3.1.3 was submitted, and has been accepted by all three reviewers as an interesting, revealing work on an
actual topic, and will be presented later in this conference. As such, we can conclude the results of the inquiry are
valid and can be taken into account in the work further ahead.
The third and last conference was the IEEE Conference on Business Informatics 2014. Though the paper
was not accepted for entering the conference, the reviews were positive on the importance of the work done and the
ideas presented, though it missed some details, hard to put in such a small document. One of the reviewers, however,
mentioned that the paper could be deserving of a poster in the conference. This further improves the opinions on the
validity of the work and its usefulness, though some more details must be taken into account.

4.3 The Aeolus Project Cloud Service Broker
This section will further present the Aeolus Project Cloud Service Broker, as well as its basic capacities and
functionalities.

4.3.1 Installation and Initial Configuration of the Test System
The Aeolus Project, being a project with authorship of Red Hat, is made to run in a Linux based Operating
System (OS). Being Red Hat the makers of Red Hat Enterprise Linux, Fedora Linux, and having several Linux
distributions based on their architecture, like CentOS, we have made the option to use one of those distributions, to
assure maximum compatibility and compliance with the system requirements of Aeolus, and thus mitigating some of
the installation risk and technical difficulties that could affect the prototype’s performance. Thus, our choice has
come to the Fedora Linux 16, which according to the Aeolus Project development team, is the most compatible
version on which to use Aeolus 0.10.0.
By making this choice, we also managed to install and configure the Aeolus Broker Server in a much easier way.
Since the project is available for download in the repositories for Fedora, along with all its dependencies, to install
the server was just a matter of searching, choosing and installing the packages required.
The initial configuration process is started with the use of the Aeolus Configuration script, by calling on a
terminal window for the $ aeolus-configure command. The structure for this command is the following:
$ sudo usr/sbin/aeolus-configure –p ec2, mock

By issuing the command above, the $ aeolus-configure script will not only compile and start to run all
the components, but also automatically configure the account templates for the Amazon EC2 connection, as well as
the Mock Provider connection.
Then, the configuration process starts, by compiling and running the several components that consist on this
project. These components are described below, with their name, function, as well as an architectural scheme of all
the solution in detail.


Deltacloud – “Deltacloud provides a RESTful Stateless API which clients written in any language can
use to issue calls to cloud providers. The end user specifies the cloud provider and the credentials to use
in the REST API headers. Deltacloud, which implements the Distributed Management Task Force’s
CIMI standard, proxies abstract calls to resources and collections to the backend cloud provider.” [27]
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Oz – “Oz is a tool for automatically installing operating systems into files with only minimal up-front
input from the user. Oz can be used to bootstrap instances running Fedora, RHEL, Debian, Ubuntu, Suse,
Windows, and more directly on the cloud.” [27]
ImageFactory – “Imagefactory provides a simple command and RESTful interface abstracting the cloud
management commands to build images, allowing the end user to deploy the same image to any cloud
provider. Behind the scenes, imagefactory uses Oz to build the bootstrap the environments to base the
images off of on the cloud.” [27]
Conductor – “The Conductor UI unifies the various Aeolus components, providing a rich / high-level
interactive user experience to deploy instances and configurations across clouds.” [27]

To this arsenal of tools, we’ll add later the Snap tool, when we talk about migrating data from one machine to
another.
Finally, in case there is a need for restarting, stopping or starting the server we can use the command $
aeolus-services start|stop|restart. If there’s a problem with the last configuration, there is a
command to clean up the previous configuration, $ aeolus-cleanup.

4.3.2 Access and Configure Aeolus
After the initial install process and consequent configuration, we can access the interface offered by Aeolus
(Aeolus Conductor) through a web browser. This interface will be used to interact with the prototype and do all the
configurations and selections needed. We point our browser to http://localhost/conductor and we’ll be brought to the
login screen, in which we can make our first login, using the credentials admin/password (user/password).

Fig. 20. Login Screen For Aeolus Project

Upon entering the screen, we can make the initial configurations, namely change information about the
Administrator of the Broker and create several user accounts.

Fig. 21. After login, this menu appears for Monitoring and Administration

4.3.3 Create Realms, Pools, Provider Accounts and Hardware Profiles
To configure a scenario in the prototype, we used the concept of Realms, Pools and Provider Accounts (although
there are more concepts in Aeolus Project, these are the main ones). These concepts are the ones that enable the
configuration of almost any scenario for which a Cloud Service Broker can be used, and will be put into use in the
test scenario for the Public Administration, described in the next section. We now present a brief description for each
of these concepts:


Realms – A Realm is a group of Providers that is defined for use in deployment. It can be generalized,
by adding a mapping from that realm to a given Provider, or it can be specific, pointing to a single realm
of one Provider. For example, we can map Amazon EC2’s us-east-1 servers to a Realm, or we can point
specifically us-east-1a, us-east-1b or us-east-1c to a Realm. This happens because there might be risk or
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barriers to having data on certain datacenters located in certain places and, this way, we can maintain the
use of the same Provider, in the same geographical region, but on a different datacenter. This enables the
user to have a more fine-grained control over Provider’s resources used and thus lessening costs and
risks.
Pools – A Pool belongs to a Pool Family, and represents a set of instances for a given department (Pool)
inside a given institution (Pool Family). Each Pool is associated to a Realm, for Deployment, as well as a
Catalog of Images that have the information necessary for deployment of new servers (more on this the
next section). A good example of a Pool Family is the Ministry Of Health. This Ministry has several
facilities, like Hospitals, Daycare Centers, etc. Each of these facilities is considered a Pool, and that Pool
Administrator can then create deployments of Virtual Machines in the Cloud.
Provider Accounts – A Provider Account is the data necessary to access the REST interface of a given
Cloud Service Provider in order for Aeolus work with that Provider and issue orders when uploading,
configuring and personalizing a new Virtual Machine. Each Provider must have an account configured in
order to work and deploy new instances.
Hardware Profiles – These consist in defining the minimum requirements for each server when
deploying an instance. Every deployment must define which type of Hardware Profile it wants to use.
Then, when deploying, Aeolus checks, for that Provider, what is the hardware profile that resembles the
most the one chosen in the deployment.

We’ll now present the configuration screens for each of these concepts.

Fig. 22. Pool Family example, with its various Pools

Fig. 23. Provider screen example, with Accounts View active
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Fig. 24. Realm example, with Mappings

Fig. 25. Hardware Profiles Screen example

4.3.4 Creating Image Templates: The Template Descriptor Language (TDL)
As it was referred when studying the several solutions available in the market (see Related Work for more
information), the Aeolus Project great advantage is the possibility of deploying Cloud Instances in several Cloud
Service Providers using, for that purpose, a single template, that is then translated for each specific Public/Private
Cloud Provider, that will then process the request and make those instances available. To define this Image
Templates, the Aeolus Project prototype uses a XML-based Language called Template Descriptor Language. These
files are created in a text editor and then imported to Aeolus. In this section we’ll present the TDL template language
with a few examples and descriptions of XML tags, show how to import such templates and how they are stored.
According to [28], “The following is an example of a basic Fedora 15 image using 64-bit architecture:
<template version="1.0">
<name>Fedora_15-x86_64</name>
<os>
<name>Fedora</name>
<version>15</version>
<arch>x86_64</arch>
<install type='...'>
...
</install>
<rootpw>p@55w0rd!</rootpw>
</os>
<template>
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The elements specified in this template are required for all TDL files.
template
The template element acts as a base container for your template. It requires a version attribute to define the TDL
language version.
name
The name element is a user-defined identifier for your template.
os
The os element acts as a container for your operating system information. It requires several sub-elements: name,
version, arch, install and rootpw.
The name and version elements define the operating system for the image. The name refers to the name of the
operating system while the version refers to the operating system's version. In our example, the operating system is
Fedora 15:
<template version="1.0">
...
<os>
<name>Fedora</name>
<version>15</version>
...
</os>
<template>

The arch element specifies the architecture of the virtual CPU. Values include either i386 (32-bit) or x86_64 (64-bit).
The install element is a reference to the installation media. This element contains a type attribute, which defines one
of two options for installation media: url or iso.


If the type attribute is set to url, Aeolus uses a repository url that contains the operating system:

<install type='url'>
<url>http://www.example.com/fedora/releases/15/x86_64/os/</url>
</install>



If the type attribute is set to iso, Aeolus uses an iso location that contains the operating system:

<install type='iso'>
<iso>http://www.example.com/isos/fedora_15-x86_64.iso</iso>
</install>
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The rootpw element defines the root user's password for your system.”
But this TDL language can go further, by making available several optional commands, which enable the
personalization of instances pre-deployment. As we can find in [28], “The following outlines optional elements in a
TDL file:
description
<template version="1.0">
<name>Fedora_15-x86_64</name>
<description>Fedora 15 64-bit Image</description>
<template>

The description element specifies a user-defined description of the image.
repositories
<template version="1.0">
...
<repositories>
<repository name='signed-custom-repo'>
<url>http://custom-packagesite.redhat.com/repos/unsigned_custom_repo/</url>
<signed>True</signed>
</repository>
<repository name='unsigned-custom-repo'>
<url>http://custom-rpackagesite2.redhat.com/repos/signed_custom_repo/</url>
<signed>False</signed>
<persisted>False</persisted>
</repository>
</repositories>
...
<template>

The repositories element contains a set of repository elements. Each repository element lists an additional repository
for package installation.
A repository element requires a name attribute and a url element pointing to the repository location.
The signed element indicates the GPG signature-checking status for the repository as Boolean value. If true, Aeolus
enables GPG signature checking. If false or not included, Aeolus disables GPG signature checking.
The persisted element indicates whether Aeolus keeps the repository definition on the image. If true or not included,
Aeolus includes the repository definition. If false, the repository is only available during customization and does not
appear on the completed image.
packages
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<template version="1.0">
...
<packages>
<package name='samba'/>
<package name='samba-client'/>
<package name='samba-custom-package'>
<repository>signed-custom-repo</repository>
</package>
</packages>
...
<template>

The packages element contains a set of package elements. Each package element defines an additional package to
install using the name attribute.
Use the repository sub-element to define a specific repository that contains the package. Ensure to define this
repository in the repositories section.
files
<template version="1.0">
...
<files>
<file name='/etc/hosts'>
127.0.0.1

localhost

::1

localhost

15.125.64.1

www.example1.com

15.125.64.2

www.example2.com

</file>
<file name='/tmp/binary_file' type='base64'>
VGhpcyBpcyBhbiBlbmNvZGVkIGZpbGUK
</file>
</files>
...
</template>

The files element contains a set of file elements. Each file element defines a file to create on the image.
Each file element contains a name, which indicates the location and filename on the image, and a type, which equals
either raw (raw text) or base64 (Base64-encoded).
A TDL file defines the file as data within the file element. In the example above, the /etc/hosts file contains a list of
customized IP hostnames.
commands
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<template version="1.0">
...
<commands>
<command name="test">
echo "15.125.64.3

www.example3.com" >> /etc/hosts

</command>
</commands>
...
</template>

The commands element contains a set of command elements. Each command element runs a command postinstallation of an image. The name attributes acts as an identifier for the command.
In the example above, the command appends the /etc/host with an additional IP hostname.”
A table with all the available commands in the TDL Language can be found in Annex 2 of this document.
After the template file is created and stored, we must add such file to a Pool Family in Aeolus. Images are stored in
Pool Families, and can only be used within that Family. If we intend to use one similar image on another Pool, that
image must be added to other Pool manually. This helps keep security and privacy levels by separating system
details from even within the organization departments. To upload an image, we have to go to the Administer Panel
and choose the Environments menu. Afterwards, we choose the Pool Family we want to add the Image and select the
New Image option, as we can see in the images below.

Fig. 26. Pool Families Screen
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Fig. 27. Image Template Upload Screen

Fig. 28. Template Editing Screen

Fig. 29. Template Validation And Acceptance Screen

We can consult at any time all the images saved within Aeolus Project, by clicking in Images on the Environments
Panel. We can see the table with all the Images available for Deployment and then check to which Environment they
belong.

Fig. 30. Summary of Images in Aeolus in Table View

4.3.5 Creating Deployables and Deploying Instances
Aeolus has also two more types of Artifacts: Deployables and Instances, also designated as Deployments.
Deployables are artifacts generated from Image Templates. Using Oz and ImageFactory, Conductor accesses the
Template instructions and gives orders to Oz and ImageFactory to start building virtual images based in the
Template, customized for each Provider. Deployables are Provider-specific, and thus one Deployable can’t be used
in a Provider for which it has not been built. Then, these Deployables are then pushed to the Provider chosen and
stored in their premises.
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After a Deployable has been pushed, it can be launched in an Instance or Deployment. We can then conclude that
the Deployment artifact is, in fact, the representation within Aeolus of a Virtual Machine Server working in the
Cloud, with which we can interact and use. In the images that follow, we can see the screens for creating a
Deployable and how to make one Deployment afterwards.

Fig. 31. Preparing a Deployable from an Image

Fig. 32. Create Deployable Screen
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Fig. 33. Launch an Instance/Deployment Screen

Fig. 34. Deployment Configuration and Options Screen

The instance can now be monitored in the Monitor Tab on the Top Menu of Aeolus.

4.3.6 Example of SMI Framework Application in Aeolus
The Aeolus Project, namely the Conductor component, provides the Broker Administrator with a Priority
Definition option for the Provider Accounts. This system, when used together with other artifacts such as Realms,
can be effectively used to implement the SMI Framework ranks, personalize such ranks for each of the groups
defined, thus allowing a clever, efficient and well defined application of the framework in a practical context, such as
the one discussed in the Case Study, in the following section.
Defining priorities in Aeolus is pretty simple, and can be applied when creating an account or on already created
accounts, and can be modified and updated at any time. The migration of instances from a Provider to another one
which is better ranked is manual, but new deployments will follow the priorities defined in the moment of
deployment. In the sub-section 4.7.8, Test 8, we test this feature of the Cloud Service Broker Prototype, which
demonstrates very well how this process works.

Fig. 35. Setting Priorities in a Cloud Service Provider, through Aeolus Project Conductor.
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In conclusion, the application of the SMI Framework in this prototype is achieved by using the Ranking Table
demonstrated in the above section xxxxx, to calculate the Provider's ranks. Then, the priorities within Aeolus will be
adjusted accordingly. Also, both the Ranking Table and Aeolus Priorities will be regularly updated to reflect the
most recent changes in the Cloud Panorama, as well as Business Requirements.

4.3.7 Migrating Instances Using Snap
As seen in [29], “Snap is a utility to take and restore system snapshots on Linux, Windows, and Mac The end user
can accomplish this by using the 'snaptool' command, the command line utility, as well as the 'gsnap' tool, the
graphical user interface. Snap uses the native system tooling to take snapshots of package repositories, installed
packages, files modified outside of the package system (only those files so as to keep snapshots lightweight and
portable), and the services running on the system.
Developers can extend Snap by defining new snapshot targets, or abstract entities which snapshots can be taken of /
restored, and backends to those targets. Currently targets exist for package repos, packages, files, and various system
services.”
Snap, though a simple tool, constitutes a very powerful aid and solution on fast and easy migration of data from one
virtual server to another, thus reducing the time it takes for an organization to have its systems prepared on another
Provider, should the need arise to initiate a new server in a different Provider, whatever the reason.
The basic commands for the Snap tool are as follows:
“To take a snapshot:
snaptool --backup --log-level=verbose --snapfile /tmp/snapfile.tgz \
--repos --packages --files=/home:/etc:!/etc/shadow
--backup

instructs snap to run in backup mode

--log-level instructs snap to output verbose log messages
--snapfile

instructs snap to write the resulting snapshot to /tmp/snapfile.tgz

--repos

instructs snap to take a snapshot of the package repositories

--packages

instructs snap to take a snapshot of the packages installed locally

--files

instructs snap to take a snapshot of the specified files,

specifically those under /home, /etc, but not the /etc/shadow file
To restore a snapshot:
snaptool --restore --snapfile /tmp/snap-12.06.2007-23.57.54.tgz

--restore

instructs snap to in snapshot restoration mode

--log-level instructs snap to output verbose log messages
--snapfile

specifies the location of the snapfile to restore” [29].

4.4 Public Administration Testing Scenario
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We present now a table that presents the main objectives and assumptions for this Case Study scenario. This
scenario will be composed of three Ministries, respectively the Ministry of Health, the Ministry of Finance and the
Ministry of Internal Administration, each comprised of several smaller departments. Each of these Ministries have
different kinds of servers and needs, and so their systems might vary according to them.
Scenario Component

Description Of Component

General Case Study Description

This Case Study will simulate the application of a Cloud Service Brokerage prototype, based in an
open source project (Aeolus Project) to the systems used by the Public Administration of a country,
namely the Portuguese. The Broker to be implemented will manage all the server infrastructure for a
limited number of ministries, and be responsible for monitoring and interacting with all those servers
and mediate the communication between clients and Cloud Servers.

Main Objectives








Secondary Objectives



Enhanced security controls, by having Access Control Lists defining who can access what;



Centralized management of IT systems for several Ministries, instead of one, thus simplifying
the architecture of the Public Administration Network;



Less need for specialized Staff to give support to the systems, since many of the Data Centers
won’t have higher usage quotas;



Lessen the need for IT Infrastructure upgrades.



Ministry Of Finance;



Ministry Of Health;



Ministry Of Internal Administration.



Ministry Of Finance

Ministries

Departments

Present a practical test of an open source Cloud Brokerage solution in actual use;
Demonstrate that this type of technology is evolving and maturing;
Lower costs of IT infrastructure ownership and maintenance;
Reduce lock-down to a single Provider;
Help organizations choose the best Cloud Service Provider for their objectives and businesses;
Reduce time-to-market for organizations, namely enabling the Public Administration to provide
new, better and improved services;
 Demonstrate the maturity of this prototype and how well it can be used in a real scenario.





Types Of Servers

Actors

o

Financial Services – Lisbon;

o

Financial Services – Oporto;

o

Ministry Of Finance Headquarters.

Ministry Of Health
o

Saint Mary’s Hospital;

o

Saint John’s Hospital;

o

Saint Francisco Xavier Hospital;

o

Ministry Of Health Headquarters.

Ministry Of Internal Administration
o

PSP – Polícia de Segurança Pública;

o

GNR – Guarda Nacional Republicana;

o

Judicial Police;

o

Judicial Police – Case Archive.



Database Servers (e.g., MySQL);



Web Servers (e.g., Wordpress, Joomla!);



File Servers (e.g., FTP, SVN Repositories);



Application Servers (e.g., Remote Desktop, Remote Applications, Cloud Applications).



Broker Administrator;



Pool Family Administrator;



Pool Administrator;



Pool User;
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Instance User.
Table 33. Case Study Scenario Components and Description.

4.5 Configuration for the Scenario in Aeolus Project
The table below represents the mapping between the entities of the Case Study scenario referred above and the
Artifacts existent in Aeolus, which will define how this scenario will be configured within the Broker Prototype.
Artifact In Aeolus Project Based Prototype

Scenario Component

Pool Families and Realms – Each Ministry will be configured by adding a Pool Family for
each one of them. Also, the Ministries must have at least one Realm defined, with the
Providers chosen for them and their respective priorities configured.
Pools and Realms – Each department within a Ministry will be configured in Aeolus using

the Pool Artifact. Some departments, due to special requirements, might have specific

Realms with mappings to specific Providers, (e.g., the Judicial Police – Case Archive).

Ministries

Departments

Images, Deployables, Catalogs and Deployments – The Servers will be represented by
Images, associated with each Pool Family; Deployables, which will be divided in several
Catalogs, being each Catalog linked to a single department, and Deployments, which will
be associated to the Pools where they will be instantiated.

Servers

Users – Each Actor corresponds to a User in Aeolus. The Users will be configured using
fictitious names.

Actors

Table 34. Mapping between Scenario Entities and Aeolus Artifacts.

4.6 Customize SMI Framework Ranking Table
Below are represented the results of measuring the different attributes of the SMI Framework in relation to the
Providers chosen for this testing (Amazon EC2 and HP Cloud). These conclusions were drawn using the proposed
measurements referred in the previous sections of this work, and based on information publicly available about each
Provider and some review articles from specialized magazines and literature. Thus we're confident that this research
is extensive and provides a valuable classification of the providers. Still, we would like to advise that many other
useful information about these and other Provider's isn't publicly available and, as such, with complete information
available, some results might vary.
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SMI Framework Results
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Amazon EC 2

HP Cloud

Fig. 36. Results of the Customization of the SMI Framework Ranking Table for the Providers Selected for Testing Purposes.

It's important to point out some details in the results' graphic, such as:
 The total score is very close, with 6,20 for Amazon EC2 and 6,23 for HP Cloud;
 There are some automatic attributes that are automatically calculated during use and in real-time by the newest
versions of Aeolus. One of those is the On-Going Cost, that must be configured with basis in the prices of each
Provider and giving a weight equal to the one obtained on the survey presented previously. Availability,
Recoverability and Reliability are also automatically calculated by the latest versions of Aeolus Project Cloud
Service Broker. The weights shall be configured in accordance with the survey. In this table, we ranked them with
the value of 10 since, at start, every provider has maximum scores for each of those attributes. If they begin to
fail, Aeolus will take some points from its score and that will be reflected in the priority definition for Providers;
 Transparency, though not automatically calculated, is hard to achieve when starting a new cloud project.
Transparency defines how perceptible is a service failure to the client. These can only be achieved with historical
data (not publicly available) or through experience, and thus both Provider's have been scored with 0;
 For the Access Control & Privilege Management, we couldn't obtain specific information for HP Cloud Provider,
thus we ranked it with the value 0;
 The difference between Providers’ in the Capacity attribute can be justified by the ample type of services and
instances, with different focuses, that Amazon EC2 possesses. HP Cloud, though having also several types of
instances, isn't close to the number of instance types available in Amazon EC2;
 As for the Portability attribute, since HP Cloud is highly based in OpenStack technology, this guarantees high
compatibility between several Cloud Service Providers in the IaaS branch that also use OpenStack technology.
Amazon EC2 uses proprietary technology from Amazon, thus is less compatible with other Providers;
 The Adaptability attribute has been measured, but isn't weighted because of an error in the survey realized
previously. As such, we opted to not weight it for the Provider Scoring through SMI Framework, but still
measured it in order to test the proposed measurement.

4.7 Defining Responsibilities
In order to present this prototype’s features and capabilities in the most close to reality scenario possible, several
actors/users were defined to fulfill various roles in the Cloud architecture. In this subsection we present a table with
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the name for each of the fictitious users created, their roles name and a short description of their capacities and
abilities.
Actor/Username
Carl

Role Name

Short Description Of The Role

Pool Family Administrator for the
Ministry of Finance

This user has the role of administrating all the
Pools within the Pool Family. This includes
creating images and deploying, create new pools
and delete other pools, etc.

This user can access the Pool Family
and its Pools, can access instances within those
Pools and other non-administrative tasks.

Cindy

 Pool Family User for the Ministry
 Of Finance

George

Pool Family Administrator for the Ministry of Health

This user has the role of administrating all the
Pools within the Pool Family. This includes
creating images and deploying, create new pools
and delete other pools, etc.

Pamela

Pool Family Administrator for the

This user has the role of administrating all the
Pools within the Pool Family. This includes
creating images and deploying, create new pools
and delete other pools, etc..

Ministry of Internal Administration
Paul

Pool User for the St Marys Hospital

This user’s role is to access every instance within
a given pool. Instances in other Pools can’t be
accessed, even if they belong to the same Pool
Family.

Sasha

Pool User for the PSP – Polícia de Segurança Pública

This user’s role is to access every instance within
a given pool. Instances in other Pools can’t be
accessed, even if they belong to the same Pool
Family.

Steven

Pool Family User for the Ministry of Health


This user can access the Pool Family
and its Pools, can access instances within those
Pools and other non-administrative tasks.

Table 35. Responsibility Assignment within the Prototype using Aeolus Project 0.10.0.

4.8 Creating Image and Deployable Catalogs
Also before starting the prototype testing phase, it is important to define what type of images will be used during
the tests, the type of servers required to simulate a real case scenario and how such images will be saved and
deployed within Aeolus.
First are the Catalogs. Catalogs are an artifact of Aeolus Project where all deployables are stored. There is a
Catalog, at least, for each Pool, which means that each department within a Ministry has to define at least one catalog
where their deployables are stored. Deployables are images ready for launch on a Cloud Service Provider. For more
information about these artifacts, please check the previous section.
The catalogs defined for this case study are represented in the figure below:
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Fig. 37. Catalogs defined in Aeolus Project for the Case Study.

Of vital importance are also the images chosen. To simulate to the maximum extent possible a real scenario, we
have researched what are the minimum services an information system must offer in these Ministries, and selected
several server types accordingly. The results obtained can be found in the following table:
Ministry

Server Type

Ministry of Finance








Ministry of Health








Ministry of Internal Administration










Web Server, for Departments Public Homepages and Internal Portals;
Remote Access Tools Server;
Databases to store Financial Information and Contributors data;
Databases for Taxes Processing and Accounting;
High Performance Database Servers to store data from Financial Transactions;
High Performance Processing/Computing Servers, to process and compute complex
Financial transactions and calculations;
 File Storage Server.
Web Server, for Departments Public Homepages and Internal Portals;
Remote Access Tools Server;
Databases to store Patients Medical Data and Records;
Databases for Taxes Processing and Payment;
High Performance Processing/Computing Servers for use in investigation and research;
High Performance Processing/Computing Server for use in Imaging Diagnostics
Processing And Analysis;
 File Storage Server.
Web Server, for Departments Public Homepages and Internal Portals;
Remote Access Tools Server;
Databases to store Case Archive Details;
Databases for Citizen Profiles;
Databases for Fines Registration and Payments;
File Storage Server for common use;
File Storage Server for Case Archival use;
High Performance Processing/Computing Server for use in investigations and forensic
research;
 High Performance Processing/Computing Server for use in Cybercrime Defense Unit.
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Table 36. Servers for the Case Study, by Ministry.

4.9 Defining Providers, Accounts and Realms for Use
As it was already referred in the section above (Section 3), the Providers chosen for this Case Study are Amazon
EC2, considered the current leader in Cloud Computing Services, and one of its main contenders, HP Cloud, as well
as a Mock Provider that comes bundled with Aeolus Project, that will act as an On Premises Server. Below we can
find an example of a Configuration Window for a Cloud Provider, with the Account View visible. In the
Connectivity section we can find the information needed for Aeolus to make a successful connection to the Provider.
In Provider Realms, in case a given Provider has Datacenters in several other countries, we can assess which Realms
are available. Finally, the Role Assignments section enables us to assign responsibilities to given
users/administrators to interact with this Provider configuration.

Fig. 38. Example Of A Provider Configuration In The Prototype (mock Finance, in this case).

In the figure that follows, we can find the Realm Configuration made for the realization of this Case Study. Each
Realm may contain one or several mappings to Provider Accounts (and thus Aeolus chooses the Provider Realm by
itself), or we can map directly those Realms to a certain Provider Realm of our choice (for example, we can “force”
Aeolus to deploy an Instance directly in the European Datacenter supplied by Amazon).
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Fig. 39. List Of Realms Defined For The Case Study.

4.10 Testing the Prototype Cloud Service Broker

4.10.1 Test 1: Create Deployments in the Best Provider in the Rank
Field

Description

Objective Of The Test


Check the prototypes capabilities in deploying a new image into a Provider and starting a
new instance in the best Provider configured.

Type of Users



Configurations Required/


Pool Family Defined, Pool Defined, Catalog Defined, Realm Defined, Providers
Configured and mapped in Realm. Needs an image template file (*.tdl, *.xml) to be uploaded.

Inputs Needed
Expected Outcome

Pool Family Administrator and above (Test made using Carl account).

Successful deployment of an Instance in the first Provider in the rank in any given Ministry chosen.
To make sure of the success, this instance has to be reached and interacted with using SSH Protocol.

Results Obtained

Go to Administer -> Environments. Click New Image.

Fill the form with the required data and template.

Build and Push the images. This process may take some time.

Images have been pushed to Providers. Create a New Deployable from Image.
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Select Hardware for the VM and Catalog where to launch.

Click Launch.

Select the Realm to be used.

Instance was successfully launched in the first provider in the rank, Amazon EC2 EU West (Ireland)

Instance being monitored in Aeolus. Click the Name for Details.

Details for the instance. Click in Download key to use it for SSH Protocol access.
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Instance accessed via SSH Protocol. Note: the Amazon default security group has to be changed to
accept SSH connections prior to the connection. It can be configured before deploying a new
instance, and the settings will apply to all instances from that moment on.
Table 37. Details for Test 1.

4.10.2 Test 2: Deploying a Virtual Machine in a Specific Provider
Field

Description

Objective Of The Test


Check the prototypes capabilities in deploying a new image into a Provider and
starting a new instance in the best Provider configured.

Type of Users


Pool Administrator and above (if Deployables are not created already, Pool Family
Administrator and above). This test was made using Cindy account with temporary Pool
Administrator Privileges.

Configurations Required/


Pool Family Defined, Pool Defined, Catalog Defined, Realm Defined, Providers
Configured and mapped in Realm. Needs an image template file (*.tdl, *.xml) to be uploaded.

Inputs Needed
Expected Outcome

Successful deployment of an Instance in the Provider specified in any given Ministry chosen.
To make sure of the success, this instance has to be reached and interacted with using SSH
Protocol.

Results Obtained
Select the Pool in which you want to launch a new Deployment/Instance.

Click the New Deployment button.

Choose the Deployable to Launch. Also choose the Realm you wish to use. There must be a
Realm configured by the Administrator, with only one mapping to a Provider or Provider
Realm, to use a specific Provider for the Deployment/Instance.

After downloading the SSH Private Key, the Instance/Deployment has successfully been
accessed using the SSH Protocol.
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Table 38. Details for Test 2.

4.10.3 Test 3: Obtain, as a Pool User, the Authentication Key to Access a Server through
SSH
Field

Description

Objective Of The Test



Test how to obtain details to access a server deployed in a Cloud Provider.

Type of Users



Pool User and above (Test made using Sasha account)

Configurations Required/
Inputs Needed


Pool Family Defined, Pool Defined, Catalog Defined, Realm Defined, Providers
Configured and mapped in Realm. Needs a deployed instance in any Cloud Provider.

Expected Outcome

Successful access to the instance using SSH Protocol.

Results Obtained

After login in the Aeolus Conductor Web Interface, and clicked on the Instance, the Access
Key is downloaded and used within Putty to access the Instance through SSH. The instance is
accessed successfully.
Table 39. Details for Test 3.

4.10.4 Test 4: Stop, Restart And Delete an Instance
Field

Description

Objective Of The Test


Test the capacity of the Aeolus Project to interact with any given instance in any
Provider.

Type of Users



Configurations Required/
Inputs Needed


Pool Family Defined, Pool Defined, Catalog Defined, Realm Defined, Providers
Configured and mapped in Realm. Needs a deployed, active instance in any Cloud Provider.

Expected Outcome

Successful Restart, Stop and Deletion of the Instance.

Pool Administrator and above (Test made using Carl account).

Results Obtained

Select the Instance you wish to Stop/Restart/Delete.
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Click Stop. Instance will show the State: Stopped. To reboot an instance, click Restart.

To delete an Instance deployed in a given Provider, click the Delete button. We can check in
the Provider (in this example, Amazon EC2, that the server is being shutdown, and then
terminated in the end).
Note: The version of Aeolus used (0.10.0) has a bug where Stopping or Restarting an instance
will, instead, shutdown and terminate it on Amazon EC2.
Table 40. Details for Test 4.

4.10.5 Test 5: Assign Responsibilities for Instances and Insurance of Access Control Lists
Field

Description

Objective Of The Test


Test how secure is the Access Control List system in the prototype and the
possibilities for assigning many different responsibilities.

Type of Users



Configurations Required/


Pool Family Defined, Pool Defined, Catalog Defined, Realm Defined, Providers
Configured and mapped in Realm. Needs a deployed instance in any Cloud Provider.

Inputs Needed
Expected Outcome

Aeolus Administrator

Correct responsibility assignment to each user. Make sure each user can only interact with the
artifacts they have been handled responsibility.

Results Obtained

Logged in as Administrator, access an Instance which you want to edit its assignments. Click
in the Role Assignments section in the Instance Menu. Click the Grant Access Button and
choose a User and assign a role for that artifact.

In the realization of test number 3, we can also check that using a user account like Sasha,
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assigned only to an instance, we can only see the instance assigned to that user, and none of
the others.
Table 41. Details for Test 5.

4.10.6 Test 6: Migrate an Instance from One Provider to Another
Field

Description

Objective Of The Test


Successful Migration of Data and Configurations/Customizations from one Virtual
Machine to another, be it on any Provider.

Type of Users



Configurations Required/


Pool Family Defined, Pool Defined, Catalog Defined, Realm Defined, Providers
Configured and mapped in Realm. Needs a deployed, active instance in any Cloud Provider,
already customized. Needs a second instance recently deployed, active and without
personalizations.

Inputs Needed

Expected Outcome

Pool Administrator and above.

Successful migration of all the content from the first Virtual Machine to the second Virtual
Machine, despite the Provider where it is installed.

Results Obtained

After logging in on an active, deployed Instance, we run the Snap tool.

Snap tool created a *.tgz file in which are stored the materials needed to restore the instance.
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Afterwards, we deploy a new instance through Aeolus. On the new instance, run Snap tool to
restore the backup data.

Backup being restored.

As a test to check how successful data migration was, we tried to activate aeolus-services. As
we can see, some services have not been migrated totally, so we can’t consider this migration
a full success, nevertheless, all the remaining changes have been successfully restored, and we
only needed to restore some packages individually.
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Table 42. Details for Test 6.

4.10.7 Test 7: Distributed Cloud Service Broker through Amazon EC2
Field

Description

Objective Of The Test


Simulate a basic scenario of distributed Cloud Service Broker using Amazon EC2
instances with Aeolus configured and ready to work.

Type of Users



Configurations Required/


Pool Family Defined, Pool Defined, Catalog Defined, Realm Defined, Providers
Configured and mapped in Realm. Needs a deployed, active instance in any Cloud Provider with
Aeolus. Needs a second and a third instance to which we can migrate Aeolus.

Inputs Needed

Expected Outcome

Pool Administrator and above.

Successful creation and availability of three instances running Aeolus Project with similar
configurations. Must all be accessed through HTTP.

Results Obtained
First we import the image with Aeolus configured from Amazon EC2.

Image imported and ready to be deployed on Amazon EC2.

Images deployed on Aeolus Monitoring View. We can see the three Aeolus instances created.

Instances deployed in Amazon EC2 Instance Monitoring View.
All three instances were successfully accessed with a browser, and maintained the configurations
from the original.
Table 43. Details for Test 7.

4.10.8 Test 8: Change in Priorities for a Ministry
Field

Description

Objective Of The Test


Change priorities in a Provider for a given Ministry, so the best Provider becomes another
one different from before.

Type of Users



Aeolus Administrator and also Provider Administrator, to some degree.

Configurations Required/



Pool Family Defined, Pool Defined, Catalog Defined, Realm Defined, Providers Configured
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Inputs Needed

and mapped in Realm.

Expected Outcome

Change of priorities will make the next new instance to be deployed in the new best Provider
according to the priorities’ change.

Results Obtained

Login as an Administrator, click in the Administer Tab, and then on the Cloud Providers Button. Select
a Provider and an Account afterwards. Edit the Account and change the Priority value to the value that
you wish.

To test this change, try to deploy a new Instance. The Instance will be deployed on the new Cloud
Service Provider that has top priority. In the case of this test, Amazon EC2 US East 1 (N. Virginia).
Table 44. Details for Test 8.

4.11 Analysis of the Tests
There are clearly two components on this prototype that we wanted to test and analyze their efficacy and how
they fit in our prototype: the application of the SMI Framework and several of the measures suggested on this work
in evaluating Cloud Service Providers, and the applicability of that framework with Aeolus Project’s Cloud Service
Broker in a practical, realistic scenario of application. We’ll start by analyzing the results obtained with the
framework, and the detected advantages and disadvantages. Then we’ll discuss the several tests realized with the
prototype and presented in the section above this, and see if and how they would fit in a practical application of this
broker technology.
Below follows a table describing the analysis done on the SMI Framework application and the attributes
suggested. This table rates each attribute by applicability, difficulty of assessment and significance in distinguishing
between different Providers.
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Attribute

Applicability

Difficulty

Significance

1

High

Medium (some providers may resist to High
disclose their business)

2

High

Easy (Internet search usually answers

3

Medium (this timings may Hard (much variation in these values).
vary from time to time,
hard to normalize and
measure)

Medium

4

High

Easy (Internet search)

Low
(most
Providers
have
similar capacities)

5

High

Hard (might require consulting Provider’s High
commercial staff)

6

High

Hard (might require search, consulting or Medium (to avoid
even testing)
vendor lock-in)

7

Medium

Medium (requires some calculations and High
testing)

8

High

Hard (manual mode), Easy (automatic)

High

9

High

Hard (manual mode), Easy (automatic)

High

10

High

Hard (manual mode), Easy (automatic)

High

11

High

Medium (requires calculations and details High (financial)
on pricing)

12

High

Medium (if manual), Easy (automatic)

13

Medium

Hard (requires consulting and even some Medium (it’s not a
negotiation)
common business
model)

14

High

Easy (Internet search)

15

High

Medium (Internet search and calculations) Medium
(only
needed
if
an
organization adopts
an Hybrid Cloud or
switches vendor)

16

Medium (some companies Easy (Internet search)
prefer
“security
by
obscurity”)

17

Low
(requires
counseling
on
matters)

18

Medium (some companies Easy (Internet search)
prefer
“security
by
obscurity”)

19

Low
(requires
auditability levels)

High

High (financial)

Medium
(many
Provider’s
offer
similar
functionalities)

High (security)

legal Medium (if well informed about laws and High (privacy)
most some Internet search)
High (security and
privacy)

good Hard (most Providers prefer not to High (security)
disclose such details)
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20

Low ( requires
auditability levels)

good Medium (Providers don’t give details on High (security)
the technology, but tell which type of
security features they possess)

21

High

22

Medium (might vary in Medium (great
time and due to several different factors)
factors)

23

High

Medium (requires some calculations and High
disclosure of failure information from
Provider to Clients)

24

High

Easy (Key-User testing)

Easy (information
contracting services)

available

variation

when Medium

thanks

to Medium

High (Clients want
easy to assess and
learn services)

Table 45. Analysis of the SMI Framework Application.

Next, we analyze the tests done on the broker prototype based in the Aeolus Project. We analyze these tests taking
into account their significance for a realistic scenario, success on the test realization, and the difficulty level of the
test procedure.
Test Number

Significance

Success

Procedure

1

Normal

Yes

Easy

2

High

Yes

Medium (needs single realm configuration)

3

Normal

Yes

Easy

4

High

Yes

Easy

5

High

Yes

6

Normal

Partial
(errors
restoration)

7

Low

Yes

Hard (needs to install and configure a Provider,
a VM and all the Aeolus server software).

8

Normal

Yes

Easy

Medium (needs a high number of steps)
onHard (has to install several packages, some
migration tool errors need debug)

Table 46. Analysis of the Cloud Service Broker Prototype Testing Procedure.

We can now conclude the results‘ analysis by confronting them to our research hypothesis and the contributions
we intend to give with the work.
On the beggining of this document, we have stated the following hypothesis:
H. 1: It is possible to achieve an accurate way of selecting the best provider for each Service and User Group for
Governmental Clouds based on a Framework of Service Provider attributes;
H. 2: It is possible to automate to some degree the choice of Cloud Service Provider using Cloud Service Broker
Solutions existent in the market using based on a Framework of Service Provider attributes.
Upon testing, our conclusions are as follows:
H. 1: Yes, it is possible to achieve this in an accurate way, by means of using a good framework like the Service
Measurement Index. Though some of the attributes are purely qualitative and depend too much on interpretation and
third party opinions, this can be balanced with an extensive presence of quantitative attributes as well. With the Case
Study presented in this section we successfully managed to measure two providers with both types of attributes of
the SMI Framework and apply them on a working prototype.
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H. 2: Our answer to this hypothesis is also yes, but with some important remarks. The Aeolus Project Cloud
Service Broker already contains some automatically defined attributes, as stated previously, like Cost, Availability,
and others. Still, many more attributes can be taken into account with automatic procedures in future work with this
tool, or others, but not all of these attributes can be automated. As said previously, many attributes are qualitative in
nature, and as such can’t be automated in any easy and direct way, but many of the quantitative attributes are
perfectly able to be automated and are potential future developments on this and other works that could greatly
improve agility on the Cloud Service Provider choice procedure.
We can then conclude that all the contributions presented on the start of this research have been fulfilled by
having provided a working prototype with the SMI Framework and Aeolus Project that selects and interacts with a
pool of Cloud Service Providers to deliver integrated, flexible cloud IaaS services to any organization wanting to
migrate part of its IT infrastructure to the Cloud.
Finally, we can conclude that the answer to our main research question,
Can a Cloud Service Broker be used to select the best Cloud Service Provider for a given Service Request, whilst
assuring interoperability between different Providers?
Is yes. A prototype such as this can be used for both ends (selecting the best provider and assure interoperability
between many providers), provided that it is properly maintained and developed, and extended with custom code to
support all the organization’s needs.
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5 Conclusions and Future Work
All the steps of this research have been really useful not only to learn more about Cloud Computing, it’s
concepts, architecture, base premises and ideals, but also to assess, test and research new data, new ideas,
innovations and possible future paths and advancements in this paradigm that is slowly changing the IT World, and
continues to do so with great promises.
From the research done during the Related Work phase, we’ve drawn several conclusions about the current state
of the Cloud, possible paths for evolution, and the main factors that back up Cloud adoption, and also reasons that
drag this adoption to be slower than what some specialists expected it to be. Also, during the course of this research,
many new barriers to the adoption have surfaced, either for the consumer market and the enterprise market. For
instance, being security and data privacy and ownership one of the biggest concerns, even more to companies than
some consumer markets, recent news about electronic communications surveillance by governmental agencies
without consent from Providers clients have pushed back many people from Cloud Computing services, and brought
distrust to the business, making companies delay Cloud adoption and some even rethinking if Cloud is really the way
to go. To this, we can add the news that arrive every day about hacking attempts, and even some successes, on
several well-known companies that provide Cloud Services.
Despite all this trouble, our research suggests that, in many cases and scenarios, the Cloud still is and will
continue to be the safest choice in most cases for data security, be it physical or digital, due to the certifications many
of the Providers possess that guarantee the compliance with high standards of security and service trust, the expert
personnel available and the best practices followed, and also the investment these companies make in high quality
infrastructure and security equipment. All this reasons make the Cloud a much safer and reliable choice than many
on-premises servers. Still, if data security and privacy is a big concern, Private Cloud is rising more and more each
day has a potential solution for the needs of companies for more powerful computing solutions, giving at the same
time trustworthy and company-controlled security and data privacy, and better control of access to the systems. In
light of recent events, the Private Clouds have been growing more and more.
Also, technological standards like Openstack are enabling companies to provide Cloud Services, and even help
boosting the competition in the Public Cloud segment. This standardization is also solving some problems that Cloud
adoption faced, like the vendor lock-in.
Still, we can conclude there is still a big need for Cloud Service Brokerage as a service, and as a tool as well,
because even though Cloud Computing is slowly evolving into standards such as the one mentioned in the previous
paragraph, there are still too many different proposals for standards, and many of the top Cloud Service Providers,
such as Amazon and Rackspace, for example, continue to use private, self-made APIs, that are, in many cases, noncompliant with these standards. Each day, new companies offering Cloud Services are surging and growing, and
Cloud Service Brokers are the most promising tool to help potential clients in sorting, selecting and configuring their
business to work with the Cloud, and with that, enhance their business, maximize their efficiency and efficacy, and
reducing the time to market to a minimum.
The Aeolus-based prototype proposed in this research is, in our investigation and experience, a possible and
promising solution, and a possible way for future improvements in this area. The prototype created, using this
powerful tool together with the SMI Framework, constituted a good solution to manage mid-to-big sized hybrid
Cloud architectures, enabling an Administrator to easy deploy, undeploy, monitor, limit and manage all its instances,
be it on Public Cloud Service Providers, or in Private Cloud Service Providers. The easy extensibility provided by
one of its core components, DeltaCloud, also makes possible to add support for proprietary APIs to connect to other
Providers, with a minimum coding effort. Also a great advantage is the template language used in Conductor. This
language eases the creation of system images and its consequent deployment in any number of servers.
In Aeolus 0.14.0, the last official version released to this date, even adds the possibility to extend their built in
selection algorithms, and includes algorithms to Cost-based Selection and Reliability-based Selection. One
possibility for future work following this research is the creation of a SMI Framework-based Selection plug-in for
Aeolus, thus enhancing the Broker’s capability to make intelligent choices on its own when deploying a new
instance, with real-time data on Provider’s availability and reliability, as well as cost, already provided by the
included Provider-selection plug-ins.
The Broker tool can also be a great ally for companies in mitigating some of the existing barriers nowadays, and
even other in the future. The Broker can be successfully used, as shown by our testing and research, that this tool can
be successfully used to reduce the risk of vendor lock-in when choosing Cloud Providers, by providing a unique
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interface to interact with several different ones. We predict that this type of tools will have a great impact in the short
to medium term in the Cloud adoption, after some new features and capabilities are included. A possible work to be
done in future researches is the extension of the Broker not only as a monitoring, deploying and management tool for
Cloud Instances, but also as a provider of extra security and privacy features. If we mix this Broker with a kind of
Middleware tool that mediates traffic between the company’s systems and Cloud Provider’s systems, the Broker
could make data encryption and distribution before sending it to the Cloud, and decrypting it when receiving. This
would require a few architectural changes as well, since the Broker would turn to be even more of a possible
bottleneck, if not carefully planned.
In a short note about the SMI Framework, we think, through the research and results obtained, that this
Framework, though it is in its early stages of development, is a strong tool to aid companies in choosing the best
Providers according to their needs. Despite some difficulties it may pose because of the choice between many
attributes, we think this is also its strength, covering almost any type of decision, information or problem that any
Client could have. SMI Framework is an on-going work that deserves the full attention of the scientific community
that could help greatly on advancing Cloud Computing.
Finally, by summarizing and drawing conclusions from all these work, we can conclude that the Broker prototype
suggested, based in Aeolus Project, constitutes a viable, strong and working solution that can, even today, help any
company and/or government to manage its Cloud infrastructure, in a first phase of adoption, being almost an
indispensable tool in any Cloud transition arsenal, for any kind of organization.
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Annex 1 – Table of Cloud Computing Definitions
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Annex 2 – Table of TDL Commands Available to Define Image Templates for Image
Factory
Element

Description

arch

CPU architecture of the image.
Either i386 or x86_64.

Attributes

os

Yes

cacert

The certificate authority for SSL

repository

Yes, ifsslverify is
true

clientcert

The client certificate for SSL

repository

Yes, ifsslverify is
true

clientkey

The client key for SSL

repository

Yes, ifsslverify is
true

command

A command run on an image postinstallation.

commands

Container for command elements.

template

description

A user-defined description for the
image.

template

file

Defines a file to save to the image in a
specific location.

files

Container for file elements.

install

The installation media. Requires a type.

iso

Location of installation media ISO file.

install

Yes,
eitherurl or iso

key

The serial key for Windows installation

os

Yes, if a Windowsbased machine

md5sum

The MD5 checksum to verify an ISO

install

name (os)

Defines the operating system name.
Examples of choices include Fedora,
RHEL6, RHEL5, Windows.

os

Yes

name (template)

The image template's name.

template

Yes

os

Container for operating system
information

template

package

Defines a package to install to the
image.

packages

Container for package elements.

template

persisted

A Boolean value indicating whether to
store the repository information on the
image. The default is true.

repository

repositories

Container for repository elements.

template

repository
(package)

Defines a target repository that
contains a specific package.

package

name="command-name"

name="/location/filenam
e"

type="url|iso"

name="package-name"
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Parents

Children

Required

commands
command

files

template

file

os

url, iso

packages

name (os),
version, arch,
install, rootpw,
key
repository
(package)
package

repository
(repositories)

Yes

Yes

repository
(repositories)

Defines a repository that contains
additional packages for installation.

rootpw

The root password for the image.

os

sha1sum

The SHA1 checksum to verify an ISO

install

sha256sum

The SHA256 checksum to verify an
ISO

install

signed

A Boolean value to indicate whether to
perform GPG signature checks. The
default is false.

repository

sslverify

A Boolean value to indicate whether to
use SSL for accessing the repository.
The default is false.

repository

name="repo-name"

repositories

url, signed,
persisted,
sslverify, cacert,
clientcert,
clientkey
Yes

name,
description, os,
repositories,
packages, files,
commands

template

Base container for all TDL elements.

version="1.0"

url

Location of installation media.

install

Yes,
eitherurl or iso

version

The operating system version.

os

Yes
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Yes

